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Introduction
Who Should Read This Report?
This report is meant to serve as a guiding framework for anyone evaluating sales solutions. Whether sales,
marketing, customer success or management, if you are thinking of using or buying software to optimize
customer acquisition or management processes with software, this report should be relevant. I hope it will also
be insightful for any parties interested in learning more about the sales & marketing automation software
landscapes, from investors to advisors to prospective employees.

Why Should I Trust Your Opinion?
The Bowery Capital team thinks about the startup sales stack on a daily basis from three separate angles. First,
sales software is core to our portfolio support platform: we work closely with every one of our founders to build
an optimal enterprise sales infrastructure from the ground up. Second, it factors heavily into our diligence
process: sales tools are critical to keeping acquisition costs low and sales cycles short, and we always evaluate
how a startup has (or plans to) leverage them as they go to market. Third, the sales stack is an area of potential
investment for Bowery Capital: we focus exclusively on enterprise software and sales automation has become a
sub-sector in its own right over the last 5 years. Our team, therefore, has developed a unique view on the startup
sales stack and we are exposed to innovative new solutions continually. As a result, we thought it would be
helpful to aggregate our team's and founders’ learnings into a piece that other startup stakeholders can use as
they seek to build out or strengthen their own sales stacks. In 2015, I released the second edition of the report:
the Ultimate Guide to Startup Sales Tools. This third edition, represents an upgraded and expanded report that
we hope will serve as a good framework for evaluating sales solutions at any company. All this said, we’re
always learning and look forward to your feedback (which you can submit via this TypeForm).

What’s New?
This year, we once again revamped the categories to better reflect the growing variety of solutions available. I
hope the 20 categories herein will provide a good taxonomy for the ongoing evaluation of this market. In advance
of this year’s version, we also conducted a Sales Stack Survey to add buying & usage trends to my analysis.
Finally, G2 Crowd joins us as a data partner this year to ensure accurate user review info across all categories.
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I. Survey Summary
Explanation, methodology & key takeaways from the Sales Stack Survey
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Taxonomy
This year, we have organized the Startup Sales Stack into 20 categories representative of different
sub-segments of the Sales Automation space (with occasional overlap into Marketing Automation and other
peripheral markets). We did our best to place each company into the most relevant group, resulting in an
average of ~10 individual tools per category. Here is a brief summary of what products in each category do:

1. Calling

Streamline and enhance sales calling efficiency, call passing, CRM-driven dialing, & calling analytics.

2. Collateral Management

Help sales organizations to create, store, manage & optimize sales collateral and materials.

3. Competitive Intel

Provide research, data and analysis on target companies and / or competitive products.

4. Live Engagement

Facilitate live communications (video conferencing, demos, webinar) and in-person events for sales.

5. Content Sharing

Enable sharing of, analytics on, and prospect access to sales content & collateral.

6. Contracts & Billing

Streamline Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ), contracting, billing, and other sales-related FinOps processes.

7. CRM

System of record for critical customer and sales information (deals, companies, contacts, etc.).

8. Customer Success

Analytics & workflow to improve post-sales customer health, maximize retention & mitigate churn.

9. Data Enrichment

Provide unique, supplemental target company / contact data to inform ICP, lead qualification, etc.

10. Data Automation

Streamline data input / output processes between various sales apps (especially CRM).

11. Email Intel

Improve effectiveness of email-based sales communications through key prospect insights.

12. Lead Gen

Generate more & better-quality sales leads: pure datasets + automated / outsourced prospecting.

13. Lead Intel

Sources for critical target information such as contact info, org structure, size, sector, tech, etc.

14. Lead Engagement

Tools for streamlining comms with leads throughout the nurturing process (or even post-sales).

15. Marketing Alignment

Improve top-of-funnel activities and better align your sales team with existing marketing efforts.

16. Outreach Management

Scale sales outreach (mainly email) to generate more qualified leads through higher TOFU conversion.

17. Predictive Analytics

Use data science (usually machine learning) to predict sales outcomes and suggest best actions.

18. Sales Ops & BI

Manage, analyze, visualize and report on sales performance data (e.g. customers, deals, financials).

19. Social Sales

Enable sales teams to leverage social media to better generate, nurture & close leads.

20. Development

Software, communities & content resources to help salespeople and teams train, develop and improve.

Respondents By Company Size

From Sales Stack Survey
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Key Metrics by Category

From Sales Stack Survey (See note on Slide 11 for definition of Net User Score)
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Reported Importance by Category

From Sales Stack Survey
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Top Tools By Prevalence

From Sales Stack Survey (Each color = separate category;Prevalence = Respondent Usage %)
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Top Five Tools by Category
This year’s report took nearly 500 companies offering startup sales tools into consideration, well over 200 of
which are fully profiled (see next section). Here, we offer a rough snapshot of the 100 most used & liked tools
by highlighting the Top 5 by Net User Score within each category. Despite our best efforts to be exhaustive in
our research & survey, we’ve surely still missed many excellent products. Suggestions are welcome here.
1. Calling

TalkDesk, PowerDialer (InsideSales), Gong, Blitzflow, Ring.io

2. Collateral Management

Seismic, PointDrive, BuyerDeck, Octiv, Conga

3. Competitive Intel

Owler, Adbeat, CleverAnalytics, TrackMaven, RivalFox

4. Live Engagement

JoinMe, GoToWebinar, BlueJeans, HighFive, PigeonHole

5. Content Sharing

Zoom, Prezi, LiveStream, ClearSlide, Media Platform

6. Contracts & Billing

DocuSign, Proposal Software, Avoka, Apttus, Zuora

7. CRM

Salesforce, Pipedrive, Insightly, HubSpot CRM, Streak

8. Customer Success

Totango, Salesmachine, Gainsight, ClaraBridge, SkillJar

9. Data Enrichment

Unomy, Segment, Datarista, Jornaya, Enigma

10. Data Automation

Zapier, Cloudingo, RingLead, Brisk.io, ExportToSalesforce

11. Email Intel

Cirrus Insight, Clearbit, Hunter, Refresh, Rapportive

12. Lead Gen

ZoomInfo, Data.com, LeadGenius, RainKing, KiteDesk

13. Lead Intel

Sales Navigator (LinkedIn), Datanyze, InsideView, Builtwith, SalesLoft Prospector

14. Lead Engagement

Slack, Olark, Intercom.io, AutoPilot, LiveChat

15. Marketing Alignment

SendBloom, Influitive, FullCircle, Persado, Dynamic Signal

16. Outreach Management

Yesware, Sidekick (Hubspot), ToutApp, Outreach.io, MixMax

17. Predictive Analytics

C9, Fliptop, Mintigo, Infer, ChannelEyes

18. Sales Ops & BI

InsightSquared, SaaS Optics, Xactly, Leapfin, Salesvue

19. Social Sales

SocialRank, SocialBakers, Conspire, Simple Measured, FollowerWonk

20. Development

SalesHacker, Ambition, Hoopla, SalesScripter, RevBoss

Notes:
(1) See note on the next slide (#11) for a detailed description of how
Net User Score (NUS) is calculated.
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Sales Stack Survey Key Takeaways
●

The Sales Stack landscape remains extremely fragmented: tools are growing in both volume
and functional specificity (more point solutions than attempts at larger platform businesses).

●

Even the least fragmented categories (CRM, Live Engagement, Lead Engagement) have
high-following alternatives & active detractors.

●

The categories survey respondents were most familiar with (i.e. indicated they knew of the
most tools within the bucket) were Lead Gen, CRM, Lead Intel, Outreach Management, and
Email Intel tool.

●

Survey respondents identified these categories as “most important to their sales effort”
(Perceived Importance): Customer Success, Lead Gen, Lead Engagement, CRM, and
Marketing-Sales Alignment.

●

Interestingly, CRM & Lead Engagement were the only 2 categories where Perceived Importance
scores aligned somewhat with Usage and / or Net User Score. (1)

●

The #1 tools in these categories achieved a Usage rate amongst respondents of >60%: CRM,
Lead Engagement, Content Sharing, and Data Automation.

●

Lead Gen was by far category respondents were most familiar with: despite having 19 tools
included in the survey, average awareness by product was 78% (direct comparison isn’t apples
to apples, but for context the average for CRM was 40%).

●

Lead Gen, however, was by far the category with the lowest NUS scores (1) with an average of
(60) vs. the next lower category’s (Predictive Analytics) score of (12); for context, the top 10
categories all had a NUS of > +20; Lead Gen products has an average “would not use” rate of
78%, over 30 points higher than the 2nd worst category, Contracts & Billing.

Notes:
(1) Affinity was measured by a variant of the NPS calculation as applied to usage data collected
in this survey, “Net User Score.” NUS = # respondents that currently use the product + # that have
used it before - # that would not use it / # that knew of the product at all.
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Startup Sales Stack Landscape 2017
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By Nic Poulos @ Bowery capital
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II. Company Profiles
Top tools in the Startup Sales Stack by functional category
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Profile Methodology
●

Product Description: A general description of the company offering the Sales Stack
product is provided, along with key info such as HQ locations, Twitter handle, etc. We
also include a link to the G2 Crowd profile where possible.

●

Sales Stack Score: In order to provide consumable scores of each tool, we
supplementing our own experience and knowledge with findings from our Sales Stack
Survey, G2 Crowd’s customer review data, and months of primary research. We assign
scores out of 5 (5 being the most favorable) along 3 measures: Product (how effective
and easy to use is this software) , Price (how affordable is this tool compared to
alternatives), and Prevalence (how commonly used or well-known is this solution). We
also include the G2 Crowd Score as a 4th measure for transparency on public sentiment.

●

Product Features: A rundown of the specific functionalities each tool offers to
accomplish its aim, highlighting key touted. Two product screenshots also included.

●

Pricing Model: Price point and pricing structure for each product, if publicly available.
We include unofficial data only if found in multiple sources or independently confirmed.

●

Reasons To Buy / Pass: We narrow down key reasons why a tool may or may not be a
good fit for prospective buyers, often taking into account size of company or desired
functionality. These reasons are based our own knowledge of the product as well as
second-hand evaluations from known founders, G2 Crowd, or other reputable user review
sources found online. While our aim here is a balanced evaluation of each product’s
strengths and weaknesses, please note that it is by no means exhaustive.

Important Note:
If you have any suggested edits, corrections, or clarifications, please kindly
submit them via this TypeForm. Your feedback is appreciated and we will do our
best to accommodate when / where possible.
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Pre-Sales

Calling
Tools that streamline and enhance sales
calling efficiency and efficacy (e.g.
dialing, passing, CRM connections,
analytics).

Chorus.ai
ConnectAndSell
ExecVision
Five9
FrontSpin
Gong
Power Dialer
Ring Control
Ring.io
Talkdesk
Upcall
Uptivity
Zeta Interactive

016
017
018
019
020
021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028

Sales / Calling

Chorus.ai
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.chorus.ai

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11 - 50 employees
@chorus_ai
Chorus.ai is combining AI, NLP, and data
analytics to augment the sales call process.
The company provides insights from sales
calls by analyzing trends from when deals
are closed, which aids the follow up and
training process with clients.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Products within platform include:
meeting and call recording;
time-stamped call notes; Salesforce
integration; playlists of best practices;
Trackers to help find context in
conversations.

Contact Chorus.ai for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

You need a product that offers
Salesforce integration
You currently have no
mechanism to track important
details from customer
conversations

+
+

Your sales model is not heavily
dependent on calling
You do not have a high enough
volume of sales calling yet to
fuel sufficient analytics from a
tools like Chorus.ai

Sales / Calling

ConnectAndSell
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.Connectandsell.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, CA
~250K employees
@ConnectAndSell
ConnectAndSell is a predictive- / auto- /
power-dialing solution that connects B2B
sales reps with prospects via call
expediently and cost effectively. The
solution has been used by >1000 B2B
companies have used to achieve more calls /
day, a higher connect rate, and faster, more
timely responses to MQLs.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Products within platform include:
Lightning (core predictive dialing
product), OutboundOnDemand
(outsourced appt. setting), and Instant
Response (improve response time to
inbound leads, standalone or as part of
Outbound OnDemand).

1) One time subscription

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

2) $750.00/2 users

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

You have an inside sales model
reliant on a high volume of
outbound calling.
You want seamless SFDC
integration and need to
leverage call info to maximize
conversion.

+
+
+

Your sales model isn’t reliant
high-volume outbound calling.
If you have a highly constrained
budget.
You do not use Salesforce or
another core CRM
ConnectAndSell integrates
with.

Sales / Calling

ExecVision
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.execvision.io/

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Arlington, VA
5-10 Employees
@execvision
ExecVision aims to improve business
conversations through enhancing
Conversation Intelligence, turning calls into
actionable data in order to transform the way
executives understand their business. It
provides them with insights that are difficult
to recognize in order to find ways to improve
businesses.

Product Features

Pricing Model

ExecVision helps unlock conversation
insights within call recordings to help
executives tap into overlooked insight
for improving their business. Features
include: A/B testing, streamlining, and
note taking features.

1) Drafted: $777
2) Rookie: $1,490
3) Starter: $2,480
4) AllStar: Contact ExecVision

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Can save time in referencing
conversations
Easy to use annotation feature

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Glitchy with some web
browsers
No Salesforce integration

Sales / Calling

Five9
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.Five9.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Public Company (NASDAQ: FIVN)
San Ramon, CA
500-1K Employees
@Five9
Five9 is a leading provider of cloud contact
center software, bringing the power of the
cloud to thousands of customers and
facilitating more than 3B customer
interactions annually.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

The Five9 platform enable
management of inbound, outbound, or
blended contact centers, including
applications such as real-time and
historical reporting, recording,
workforce management, quality
monitoring, and out-of-the-box +
custom CRM integrations.

1) Inbound

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

If you need software to manage
a multi-channel
enterprise-grade call center.
Reporting capabilities are great
and very customizable.

2) Outbound
3) Blended
Contact Five9 for pricing information.

+
+

You do not operate formal call
centers of significant scale.
You are budget constrained or
an early-stage business without
high call volumes.

Sales / Calling

FrontSpin
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.frontspin.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, CA
11-50 Employees
@FrontspinHQ
FrontSpin helps you engage with more
prospects and customers in less time. Our
cloud-based sales communication tool and
power dialer implements your playbooks
across all touchpoints.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

FrontSpin is the lead-edge sales
communication software and power
dialer. Their platform and power dialer
implements your playbooks across all
touchpoints, helping you engage with
up to 3x more prospects and
customers in less time, closing more
deals and accelerating sales.

1) Free Trial

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Automate call dialing and
answering processes
Real-time dashboard
CRM integration

2) Fium
3) Subscription
Contact FrontSpin for pricing
information.

+
+

If your company doesn’t require
high volume calling
If your company does not
involve large quantities of
employees or clients

Sales / Calling

Gong
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.gong.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Palo Alto, CA
11-50 Employees
@Gong_io
Gong uses artificial intelligence (AI) to
analyze spoken conversations from audio
sources. Gong is able to identify dozens of
sales coaching and development
opportunities to help deliver better
experiences for your buyers.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features
Gong analyzes spoken conversations
from audio sources and web
conferencing platforms such as Cisco
WebEx, GoToMeeting and Zoom. It
then links the results to CRM systems
such as Salesforce.com. Sales leaders
can use these analytics to zero in on
key topics, keywords, and sound clips
to optimize selling methodologies.

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

If your company relies highly
on sales calls, Gong makes it
easy to review calls to make
sure you don’t miss a beat.
In order to speed up the sales
process.

Pricing Model
Contact Gong for pricing information.

Reasons To Pass
+
+

You don’t have such a large
sales team.
If your company doesn't use
CRM.

Sales / Calling

PowerDialer
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.insidesales.com/products/sales-communication

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Owned by InsideSales.com (Privately Held)
Provo, UT
500-1K Employees
@InsideSales

Product Features

Pricing Model
1) Communicate: $125/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Communicate with the right prospects
at the right time with the PowerDialer
by InsideSales.com. Generate more
sales utilizing features such as
advanced list prioritization, one-click
dialing, pre-recorded voice messaging,
email, inbound call routing, and more.
After the sale, gain insight into what
works and what doesn’t.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

InsideSales.com is the most mature
cloud-based Sales Acceleration platform in
market, aiming to be full-stack. In addition to
PowerDialer, the Company’s predictive
dialing solution, InsideSales offers other
sales solutions that range from sales
playbooks to lead / opportunity scoring to
web & email tracking.

Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

If you need an outbound calling
solution that integrates closely
with your CRM.
You want a dialing solution and
other sales automation tools
on a single unified platform.

2) Elevate: $195/user/month
3) Accelerate: $295/user/month

+

+

If your company requires
advanced settings the process
can get a little complicated
(the UI feels a bit dated).
If you do not use a core CRM or
don’t need more innovative
predictive features.

Sales / Calling

Ring Central
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.ringcentral.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Public Company
Belmont, CA
~500 Employees
@RingCentral

Ring Central is a cloud-based business
phone system that allows offices to manage
calls on one platform while also providing
advanced call routing features.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Ring Central offers an structured,
calling platform using integration with
leading businesses such as Google,
Oracle, and Salesforce to help
facilitate organization and
collaboration through a cloud-based
phone system.

1) Standard: $24.99/month/user

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Allows offices to manage all
users and extensions in one
place
Great cloud service, easy to
use

2) Premium: $34.99/month/user
3) Enterprise: $44.99/month/user

+
+
+

Glitches arise when forwarding
phone calls to multiple lines
Limited support
Sluggish control panel

Sales / Calling

Ring.io
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.ring.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Vienna, Virginia
1-10 Employees
@ringIO
Ringio is a CRM-friendly phone solution for
small businesses that love their customers.
Their mission is to build the most awesome
real time communications software for small
businesses that empowers them to treat
each customer as a human.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Personalized greetings, routing, and
effective customer service tools.
Smart routing to reduce average call
length. Automatically log both inbound
and outbound calls in your CRM. A
complete calling productivity
dashboard in Salesforce. Get deep
insights into calling performance.

1) Ringio: $20-$79/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

If you use CRM, Ring.io allows
you to dial from any of your
CRM screens.
Easily integrates with CRM
systems.

2) Cloud Phone: $25-$60/user/month
3) Specialized: $75-$200/user/month
4) Call Center: $50-$300/user/month

+
+

If you desire an interactive UI.
If you are on a tight budget.

Sales / Calling

Talkdesk
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.talkdesk.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
101-250 Employees
@Talkdesk
Talkdesk is an easy-to-use, cloud-based call
center software solution that helps growing
businesses improve customer interactions,
while simultaneously reducing costs.

Product Features

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Talkdesk is the world's leading
browser-based call center software.
With one click, it integrates with
Salesforce, Zendesk, Shopify, others to
provide comprehensive information
about the caller. Talkdesk then
displays the caller's name, image,
contact information, purchase history
and contact history in the agent's
browser in real-time.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Live call monitoring
Zendesk integration

Pricing Model
1) SMB Starter: $45/user/month
2) Professional: $65/user/month
3) Enterprise: $125/user/month

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Limited customizable features
Limited integration

Sales / Calling

Upcall
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.upcall.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
1-10 Employees
@upcall_com
Upcall is the 1st collaborative calling
platform, enabling businesses, non-profits
and individuals from around the world to
create an outbound call campaign in less
than five minutes.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Upcall provides unlimited access to 20
million U.S. businesses, customized call
campaign, real-time collaboration with
Upcallers, real-time analytics and
customer reports with key performance
indicators on your call campaigns.

1) Standard: $.29/user/min

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Easy on boarding process and
quick setup.
Very fair pricing, great value for
the price.

2) Enterprise: Customized

+
+

If your company doesn’t require
high volume calling
If your company does not
involve large quantities of
employees or clients

Sales / Calling

Uptivity
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.uptivity.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by inContact
Columbus, Ohio
501-1000 Employees
@Uptivity
Uptivity is a late stage provider of call
recording, performance management and
analytics software products.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Uptivity offers workforce management,
quality management, speech & desktop
analytics, customer satisfaction
surveys, and call & desktop recording.

Starting from $500 Per license

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

High quality product that is
very cost efficient.
The personal connection dialer
allows for more personalization
to your systems.

+

If you rely highly on metrics the
system is not so clear.

Sales / Calling

Zeta Interactive
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

http://www.zetainteractive.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, New York
501-1k Employees
@ZetaInteractive
Zeta is a Data & Analytics company that uses
a people-based marketing cloud that help
leading brands acquire, grow and retain
customers.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Zeta CRM grants access to a powerful
digital marketing engine for
personalized, insightful conversations
with your customers, delivered in real
time with precision and scale.

Contact Zeta Interactive for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Helps sell additional products
to existing customers
Uses CRM integration to keep
customers on their platforms
for longer periods of time

+
+

If your company does not
involve marketing
Still in its early stages in terms
of development
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Pre-Sales

Collateral Mgmt.
Tools that help sales organizations to
create, store, manage & optimize sales
collateral and materials.

Conga Composer
FileBoard
Journey Sales
KnowledgeTree
LIA
Octiv
PointDrive
Seismic

030
031
032
033
034
035
036
037

Sales / Collateral Mgmt.

Conga Composer
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.getconga.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Broomfield, Colorado
51-100 Employees
@getconga
Conga Composer optimizes your Salesforce
investment by removing the roadblocks
associated with document creation. Create
and deliver robust, sophisticated documents
with ease, including presentations, sales
documentation and reports by merging data
from any standard or custom object into
richly-formatted templates.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Composer enables salesforce.com
customers to customize, streamline
and scale their document generation
and reporting for unlimited use cases
across all organizations and
industries.

Starting at $15/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Ease of integration
WIde functionality

+
+
+

Steep learning curve
You are highly budget
constrained
Time consuming

Sales / Collateral Mgmt.

FileBoard
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.fileboard.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, California
11-50 Employees
@Fileboard
Fileboard helps manage and optimize
communication and delivery of sales
collateral.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Fileboard is an integrated sales
platform that provides an easy sales
process resulting in 30% more wins. It
prioritises your sales tasks based on
actual customer engagement and it
gives you all the tools you need to
execute those tasks and be successful
in sales. With Fileboard you follow up
smarter, hit your targets faster and
celebrate harder.

1) Pro: $95/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

User friendly

2) Enterprise: Customized

+

You are highly budget
constrained

Sales / Collateral Mgmt.

Journey Sales
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.journeysales.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Villanova, Pennsylvania
11-50 Employees
@JourneySales
Journey Sales connects B2B buying and
selling teams together, from initial contact to
close, and beyond the first customer sale.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Smart Rooms offer a personalized,
private community for account teams to
educate and collaborate with multiple
stakeholders and decision-makers in an
organization. Customers can view and
share your content with colleagues,
giving your customers the control and
flexibility they need to engage with your
organization and reach consensus.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

+

Efficient phone support
Can upload and share both
internal and external content
with clients and prospects
Provides a personalized space
for buyers to access
informative content

2) Subscription
Contact Journey Sales for pricing
information.

+
+
+

Not meant for large businesses
(only small and medium sized)
Only supports English
No API available

Sales / Collateral Mgmt.

KnowledgeTree
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.knowledgetree.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Raleigh, North Carolina
11-50 Employees
@knowledgetree
KnowledgeTree uses Data Science to predict
winning content, push it to reps via email or
Salesforce.com, & score its effectiveness.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

KnowledgeTree’s Sales Asset Cloud is
a sales enablement technology that
uses Data Science to predict winning
content, push it to reps via email or
Salesforce.com, & score its
effectiveness.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Multiple API document
management
Easy to manage
Efficient sales reps

2) Subscription
Contact KnowledgeTree for pricing
information.

+
+

Not intuitive
Doesn’t like MP4 files, so hard
to share things like webinars

Sales / Collateral mgmt.

LIA
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.liaapp.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by Showpad
San Diego, California
1-10 Employees
@LIAInsight
LIA is a mobile app that pushes correct sales
materials to each rep and then sends
analytics back to management to help sales
and marketing be more effective together.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Updated content is pushed to your LIA
app on all devices. Select any
document or video and hit “email”. LIA
automatically integrates with your
corporate email to send content to
prospect. Native apps ensure a smooth
experience and access to all features,
even without a network connection.

$50/month flat fee

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Excellent for unifying large
organizations with global
operations
Allows corporate customers to
securely publish business
intelligence

+

Not useful for small or local
businesses

Sales / Collateral Mgmt.

Octiv
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.octiv.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Indianapolis, Indiana
51-100 Employees
@OctivInc
Octiv (fka TinderBox) provides a management
solution for marketing and sales content,
including proposals, sales presentations and
contracts. Used by companies of all sizes, it
allows users to create and collaborate on
sales content, track real-time prospect
activity, and identify key messaging for faster
customer acquisition.

Product Features

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Octiv provides a sales productivity
platform designed to create
efficiencies in process workflows for
creating and managing sales
presentations, proposals and
contracts. Octiv integrates data from
CRM, CPQ, ERP, eSignature and other
systems to streamline workflows, save
time and accelerate sales.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Ease of use: friendliest option
from a UI and collaboration
perspective
Salesforce integration (or other
key SaaS tool integrations)
Strong visibility & reporting
features

Pricing Model
Contact Octiv for pricing information.

Reasons To Pass
+

+

You do not have the time /
resources to train your team on
a new system (some have
found the system to be slightly
unintuitive)
You are highly budget
constrained

Sales / Collateral Mgmt.

PointDrive
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.pointdrive.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by LinkedIn (NYSE:LNKD)
Chicago, Illinois
11-50 Employees
@Point_Drive
PointDrive is a sales-oriented application
that improves the way you share content
with customers. It’s just as fast as sending
an email, but it streamlines the information
in a sophisticated, easy-to-absorb format.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

PointDrive enables you to personalize
your sales message. It allows you to
engage your clients with a branded and
dynamic presentation, ensures your
content is easily read on any device or
browser, and tells you exactly what is
happening with the content you share.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Great company leadership and
work environment
Easy to use sales tool
Turns email attachments into
polished presentations

2) Subscription
Contact PointDrive for pricing
information.

+

Only relevant to sales
operations

Sales / Collateral Mgmt.

Seismic
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.seismic.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Solana Beach, CA
100-250 Employees
@SeismicSoftware
Seismic’s leading end-to-end sales
enablement solution for enterprises
increases sales efficiency and marketing
effectiveness by delivering the right content
at the right time on any device.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features
Seismic is the only sales enablement
platform anchored by the
award-winning LiveDoc technology,
which automates the creation of
personalized sales materials within
seconds, achieving personalization at
scale and dramatically improving time
spent selling and win rates.

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

You want to minimize time
spent on building, updating or
management presentation or
other sales collateral
You have a complicated or
information rich sale (e.g. use
sales engineers) requiring
significant learning materials
within the sales org

Pricing Model
1) Free
2) $175/month

Reasons To Pass
+

Fairly new platform that some
have found to be occasionally
unreliable

+

You do not rely on large
amounts of content / collateral
in your sales process

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Competitive Intel
These companies provide research, data
and analysis on target companies and /
or competitive products in the market.

Mattermark
Moat
Owler
Spiderbook
TrackMaven

039
040
041
042
043

Sales / Competitive Intel

Mattermark
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.mattermark.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
51-100 Employees
@mattermark
Mattermark helps venture capitalists and
other investors pinpoint lucrative startup
opportunities through metrics and analysis
of up and coming companies.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price

Product Features

Pricing Model

Moat analytics is giving true meaning
to advertising. Moat gives you real
time, multi platform, and actionable
marketing analytics. Moat’s ad search
feature is free. Moat Pro provides
digital marketing intelligence for
brands, publishers, agencies, tracking
impressions & engagement
cross-platform / -channel.

Mattermark Pro:
-Individual: $200/user/month
-Professional: $500/user/month
Salesforce Integration: Customized
Mattermark API:
-1,000 calls/month = $99/month
-5,000 calls/month = $259/month
-10,000calls/month = $499/month
-20,000 calls/month = $999/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

You are looking for an intel
company to complement deal
sourcing efforts
Notifications on funding
rounds are helpful and
shareable

+

Somewhat expensive and free
trial is very limited

Sales / Competitive Intel

Moat
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.moat.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
51-100 Employees
@moat
Moat is a supply side advertising technology
that brings transparency and meaning to the
online advertising industry. Moat is an
analytics and intelligence company focused
on transforming brand advertising online,
they serve as a SaaS-based search engine
for display ads, enabling users to find and
discover their favorite brands.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Moat analytics is giving true meaning
to advertising. Moat gives you real
time, multi platform, and actionable
marketing analytics. Moat’s ad search
feature is free. Moat Pro provides
digital marketing intelligence for
brands, publishers, agencies, tracking
impressions & engagement
cross-platform / -channel.

Moat’s tool for display ad competitive
search and tracking is free.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Your sales process is highly
dependent on inbound leads
and understanding engagement
/ conversion is critical
Using Moat’s tool for display ad
intel on competitors would be
helpful in optimizing your sales
positioning

Contact Moat for Moat Pro
(cross-platform ad analytics) pricing
information.

+

+

You do not rely significantly on
ad campaigns, marketing,
content A/B testing or inbound
leads in order to drive sales
You are very early or have no
budget for TOPO / marketing
analytics

Sales / Competitive Intel

Owler
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.owler.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, California
51-100 Employees
@owlerinc
Owler is used to share company information
and interactive business new with reads. It is
a free and crowdsourced data model
allowing users to follow, track, and research
companies.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Owler lets you understand your
employer stacks up against your
competitors. Owler Daily Snapshot will
send you news and alerts on any
company you are interested in. Also,
Instant Insights on funding,
acquisitions, leadership changes.

Contact Owler for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Useful for businesses of all
sizes across multiple industries
Reliable business insights that
can help companies stay ahead
of competitors

+
+
+

Only offer three event triggers
Lack executive data
Low alerting/viewing on social
media

Sales / Competitive Intel

Spiderbook
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.spiderbook.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by Demandbase
San Francisco, California
1-10 Employees
@SpiderbookInc
Spiderbook uses state-of-art data science to
discover sales leads that convert to
opportunities 10x more than any other
source in the world.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Spiderbook includes personalize
messaging, cognitive technology to
identify interested people and
companies, and utilize business
network to predict most likely bridge to
your next customer.

Contact Spiderbook for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Reliable information security
Advanced and efficient
technology for scanning web
and social media sites

+
+

Scarce company data
Very small team leading large
data sourcing operation

Sales / Competitive Intel

TrackMaven
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.trackmaven.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Washington D.C.
51-100 Employees
@TrackMaven
TrackMaven offers a SaaS-based platform
that provides proactive intelligence and
analytics to enterprise marketers. The
company aggregates competitor, marketing
data across paid, owned and earned
channels, normalizing the results to enable
comparative benchmarking alerts.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

TrackMaven is a SaaS marketing
analytics platform that makes it easy to
prove marketing ROI and optimize
performance. Track marketing
performance against competitors, peers,
and influencers. TrackMaven also
enables the unification of reporting
across social media, blog, email, ads,
and website analytics.

Contact TrackMaven for pricing.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Unify marketing and ROMI
reporting across channels
Excellent, 24-hour customer
service
Easy to create, export, and
share graphs
Data can be analyzed, filtered,
and shared in a variety of ways

+

You are focused on a single
marketing channel only and
comparative features are
irrelevant

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Live Engagement
These tools facilitate live
communications (e.g. video
conferencing, demos, webinars) or help
teams manage in-person events.

BlueJeans
ClickMeeting
DoubleDutch
Goombal
GoToWebinar
JoinMe
Slido
SpeakEasy
SplashThat

045
046
047
048
049
050
051
052
053

Sales / Live Engagement

BlueJeans
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.bluejeans.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, California
501-1k Employees
@BlueJeansNet
BlueJeans offers interactive,
multi-directional video communication
services through a cloud-based platform.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

BlueJeans Network delivers
cloud-based video communications
that connect people, build
relationships and drive business
growth. Video is an immersive,
face-to-face experience that enables
people to work more collaboratively
and makes businesses more efficient.

1) Pro: $9.95/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Ability to join a call without
making an account
Ease of use
Integration with Google
calendar

2) Business: Customized
3) Enterprise: Customized

+
+

Occasional connectivity issues
Image quality when sharing
screen

Sales / Live Engagement

ClickMeeting
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.clickmeeting.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Halifax, Nova Scotia
51-100 Employees
@clickmeeting
ClickMeeting provides online conferencing
that is not only a great way to contact
clients, but is also an easy way to keep
communication lines open within an
organization.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

ClickMeeting is a web conferencing
platform that allows for online
meetings, presentations, lectures and
collaborations for up to 1000 people. It
includes real-time audio/video and
comes with an incredible array of
handy features: interactive whiteboard,
desktop sharing, chat module, surveys.

1) MyWebinars: $25/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Stability

2) MyWebinars Pro: $35/month
3) Enterprise: $165/month

+

You are budget limited

Sales / Live Engagement

DoubleDutch
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.doubledutch.me

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
251-500 Employees
@doubledutch
DoubleDutch creates mobile applications
and provides performance analytics
designed to capture and surface data from
live events, conferences and trade shows.

Product Features

See G2 Crowd Reviews

DoubleDutch is an award-winning provider
of mobile event applications, with a unique
focus on capturing and surfacing data
from live events. DoubleDutch allows
users to facilitate networking and
knowledge through your private network,
accelerate sales during and after the
event, make real time adjustments to
agenda, profiles and surveys to optimize
participants experience

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Simple to use
Multifaceted

Pricing Model
1) Free trial available
2) Subscription
Contact DoubleDutch for pricing
information.

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Clunky interface
Features are still being
developed

Sales / Live Engagement

Goombal
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.goombal.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@GoombalNews
Goombal a B2B Cloud + Mobile solution that
manages the complete event life cycle and
helps companies run ‘Perfect’ marketing and
sales events.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

After an event is designed, Goombal
makes it easy to manage the details of
every activity (venue, speakers,
sponsors, food and beverage,
marketing, etc.) with your
team.Goombal easily generates
detailed reports for everything you
need to run your event – Staffing
Reports, Budget and Expense Reports.

1) Small teams (up to 5 users)

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Very helpful for event planning
teams

2) Medium teams (up to 10 users)
3) Large teams (10+ users)
Contact Goombal for pricing
information.

+

Only useful for businesses that
frequently plan events

Sales / Live Engagement

GoToWebinar

[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.gotomeeting.com/online/webinar

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Owned by Citrix Systems (NASDAQ: CTXS)
Location?
Employees?
@gotowebinar

GoToWebinar is the simple, self-service
webinar tool that makes it easy to host
large-scale online events. GoToWebinar
enables individuals and organizations to
present, train, and demonstrate to large
audiences online.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

GoToWebinar makes communication
with prospects, employees, partners
and customers easier and more
efficient than any webinar product.
Go from planning and promoting your
event to presenting it with
GoToWebinar. GoToWebinar also
offers analytics from your event.

1) Starter: $89/month/up to 100 users

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Consistent audio/video quality
Ease of use

2) Pro: $199/month/up to 500 users
3) Plus: $299/month/ up to 1000 users

+
+

You are highly budget
constrained
Poor recording quality

Sales / Live Engagement

JoinMe
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.join.me

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Product of LogMeIn (NASDAQ:LOGM)
Boston, Massachusetts
1000-5000 Employees
@joinme
Join.Me is designed to better support its
business users, including the ability to
record meetings from web and iPad, share
those recordings with others, and maintain
an online file store with all the necessary
meeting materials such as presentations,
notes, and photos.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Free screen sharing, unlimited audio,
and ridiculously simple video
conferencing.

1) Basic: Free
2) Pro: $20/user/month
3) Enterprise: $25/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Reasons To Buy
+
+
+

Easy to use
Simple screenshare
Quick to use

Reasons To Pass
+
+
+

Price not good for low volume
users
Limited features
Clunky UI

Sales / Live Engagement

Slido
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.sli.do

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Bratislava, Bratislava
11-50 Employees
@slidoapp
Slido is a tech company that develops
polling platforms and question and answer
software for meetings and events. You can
crowdsource questions, poll the audience,
share presentations in real time, and much
more.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Sli.do is an audience interaction
platform for meetings and events. It
allows event organisers to share
presentations with their audience in
real-time, crowdsource the best
questions for Q&A or get instant
feedback via live polls.

1) Basic: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Intuitive
Quick

2) Private: $199/event
3) Pro: $349/event
4)Premium: $999/event

+

Lack of integration

Sales / Live Engagement

SpeakEasy
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.speakeasy.co

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@speakeasyapp
Speakeasy is a online meeting solution that
updates your CRM and tells you what to do
next to close more sales, faster.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Lean conference calling. All in one
workspace for business calls.
Consolidate work: track
communication, share files or notes
within the call, simple share of meeting
logs.

1) Professional: $20/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Improves sales productivity
Includes call recording and
Salesforce integration
User-friendly design

2) Premium: $40/user/month
3) Enterprise: Customized

+

Doesn’t facilitate Meeting
Room Booking or Minutes
Management

Sales / Live Engagement

SplashThat
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.splashthat.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
11-50 Employees
@splashthat
Splash is the world's first tool that optimizes
and validates the amount of money spent on
events. Featuring a fully integrated platform
that empowers event producers to design
beautiful event page's, own every lead, sell
tickets and seamlessly manage
communications to deliver maximum ROI.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

SplashThat is your one-stop event
shop. The splash platform features
that event marketers need in one
place. Some of the features include:
smart guest lists, design tools, email
sequencing, hubs, mobile tools,
RSVP/Ticketing, integrations, support
and more.

1) Basic: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

You are budget constrained

2) Professional: Customized

+

Not intuitive

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Content Sharing
Software that enables easy distribution
of sales content & collateral to
prospects, sometimes also providing
analytics on its effectiveness.
Attach
BigTinCan
BrainShark
Ceros
ClearSlide
DocSend
Docurated
Livestream
NewsCred
Populr
Prezi
Vizolution
Zoom

055
056
057
058
059
060
061
062
063
064
065
066
067

Sales / Content Sharing

Attach
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.attach.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Stockholm
11-50 Employees
@attachio
Attach is a tool for salespeople to track how
their leads engage with their presentations
so they can gauge interest, tailor their
communication and close more deals.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

Attach helps you engage customers
with insight through analytics on the
documents you send. It tells you when
your documents are opened, who
opens them, what pages they read and
for how long - all in real-time.

1) Free
2) Pro: $10/user/month
3) Business: $30/user/month
4) Enterprise: Customized

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Very useful for tracking
customer engagement with
PDFs
Helps better understand
customers
Easy to use

Reasons To Pass
+

Does not include contact
management

Sales / Content Sharing

BigTinCan
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.bigtincan.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Boston, MA
51-100 Employees
@bigtincan
Bigtincan has transformed the way business
is done on mobile devices. The company’s
innovative mobile content enablement
solution, bigtincan hub, is a unified set of
productivity tools that enables users to
securely and effectively engage with the
right content at the right time in the right
location.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features
Bigtincan is a system for delivering
secure content, documents and
information to large number of users
on smart devices. Links with advanced
server side control to send messages
and content to devices based on
groups, or individuals and provides a
structure for delivering live content
feeds (RSS and Social feeds) to smart
devices.

Reasons To Buy
+
+

Highly secure
Allows for online and offline
use

Pricing Model
1) hub Lite: $9.50/user/month
2) hub Standard: $19.50/user/month
3) hub Enterprise: $29.95/user/month

Reasons To Pass
+

Requires internal setup and
provisioning on BYOD iPads

Sales / Content Sharing

BrainShark
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.brainshark.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Waltham, Massachusetts
1-10 Employees
@brainshark
Brainshark is the leading sales enablement
company that helps businesses harness the
power of content to drive sales productivity.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

Brainshark sales enablement solutions
accelerate revenue through faster
training, increased demand, and more
successful sales conversations.

1) Free
2) Freemium
3) Subscription
Contact BrainShark for pricing
information.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

You want an alternative way of
presenting products
Ease of use

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Limited features on reporting
Lack of collaboration tools

Sales / Content Sharing

Ceros
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.ceros.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
11-50 Employees
@cerosdotcom
Ceros is a cloud-based interactive content
creation platform that empowers marketers
and designers to create rich, engaging digital
content—no coding or QA necessary. The
company also provides detailed analytics to
ensure your content is driving engagement
and conversions.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Ceros is allowing you to create
engaging interactive content with no
coding needed. Ceros will take you
from design to publishing and
distributing your content. Ceros
analytics provides you with the
information needed to ensure your
content drives engagement and
conversions.

Subscription: $3000/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

You need to produce content
quickly with no preparation
Great customer support

+
+

Complex SDK
Does not allow scheduling live
experience

Sales / Content Sharing

ClearSlide
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.clearslide.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
201-500 Employees
@ClearSlide
ClearSlide is a sales engagement platform
that powers valuable, genuine business
conversations and enables sales teams to
close more business. ClearSlide improves
customer-facing interactions (phone, email,
face-to-face) by providing real-time visibility
and analytics for both sellers and sales
leaders.

Product Features

See G2 Crowd Reviews

We provide a cloud-based platform
that gives sales teams access to deep
analytics and insight into how
customers interact with content over
email, on the phone, and in person.
Features include: Live pitch and screen
share, email pitch, content
management, analytics and
integrations with CRM, CMS and more.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Integration with Salesforce
Screen sharing

Pricing Model
Subscription: $69/user/month

Reasons To Pass
+
+

You are budget constrained
Not compatible with some
desktops

Sales / Content Sharing

DocSend
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.docsend.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@DocSend
DocSend is a simple, modern communication
platform that delivers rich data on the
documents sent. Know more, work smarter,
and move faster with DocSend.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features
DocSend helps sales teams engage clients
more efficiently, by providing a smarter
way to distribute and present sales
material. Gain detailed, real-time insight
into how prospects engage with collateral
so you can have the right conversation,
with the right person, at the right time.
Control access or update your documents,
even after you’ve sent them. Present live,
with perfect quality, from any device —
plugin free and more.

Reasons To Buy
+
+

Easy to navigate
Good analytics

Pricing Model
1) Free: Free
2) Pro: $10/user/month
3) Business: $30/user/month
4) Enterprise: Customized

Reasons To Pass
+

Problems with graphics when
uploading files

Sales / Content Sharing

Docurated
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.docurated.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
11-50 Employees
@docurated
Docurated is like Google for all your sales
and marketing content. It provides artificial
intelligence for enterprise content, designed
to map the relationship between information
and people in order to accelerate sales in
companies looking for fast growth by
making the best marketing content readily
available to sales around the world.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Docurated aggregates all of your
documents into one place, allowing
you to search and customize the
database by providing DropBox
integration and the choice to host files
on Docurated servers or to install the
product onto private servers.

Contact Docurated for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

+

Ease of deployment connecting
to outlets such as Salesforce
and box drive
Saves time required to store
and manage marketing
collateral
Great customer service

+

Hard to navigate when you
have a lot of content and
information

Sales / Content Sharing

Livestream
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.livestream.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
101-250 Employees
@livestream
Livestream is a live video-streaming platform
that allows users to watch, like and share
live events. Livestream offers event owners
complete set of hardware and software tools
to share their events with a growing
community online.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Livestream is the only completely
integrated live video solution allowing
users to monitor audience
engagement using our proprietary
analytics platform, access to and end
to end system the ensures ease of use
and reliability, 24/7 event based
support and every aspect of production
solutions needed.

1) Basic: $42/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

User friendly

2) Premium: $199/month
3) Enterprise: Customized

+

Limited analytics

Sales / Content Sharing

NewsCred
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.newscred.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
101-250 Employees
@newscred
NewsCred enables brands to easily manage
content creation, distribution, and
measurement – across channels, teams, and
global markets – all on a single platform.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features
As the leading content marketing
software, NewsCred the best solutions
in content creation, marketing
management, cross-channel
publishing, and measurement.
Everyday, marketers rely on NewsCred
to orchestrate their marketing across
channels, collaborate with global
teams, build brand awareness, and
drive sales.

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Integration with CMS and
social channels
Easy workflow

Pricing Model
Starting at $3,000/month

Reasons To Pass
+

Buggy platform

Sales / Content Sharing

Populr
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.populr.me

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by Kindful
Nashville, Tennessee
1-10 Employees
@populrme
Populr is a communication tool that allows
you to create & share trackable, one page
websites via a drag and drop interface.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Populr helps you create a one-pager
quickly with drag and drop automatic
layout engine. Share your page via
social media, email, and more, then
track response to that page. Work
faster by duplicating your pages,
collaborating with others, and tracking
revisions.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Makes the process of creating
and hosting landing pages fast
and simple
Provides a well-designed,
professional look

2) Professional: $20/month
3) Team: $50/month
4) Enterprise $250/month

+
+
+

Getting links to open in a new
window is clunky
Runs slowly occasionally
Can only publish up to three
domains

Sales / Content Sharing

Prezi
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.prezi.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
101-250 Employees
@prezi
Prezi is the presentation platform that helps
you connect more powerfully with your
audience. Unlike slides, Prezi’s interactive,
zoom-able canvas lets you show
relationships between the big picture and
fine details, putting your ideas in relief.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Rather than slides, Prezi offers a single
interactive canvas for building and
sharing great stories. The result is a
map-like structure that lets the
presenter and the audience drive the
presentation together, making the
overall experience collaborative and
conversational.

1) Public- Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Ease of use
Intuitive
Predefined templates

2) Enjoy: $4.92/month
3) Pro: $13.25/month
4) Pro Plus: $20/month

+

+

Depending on version,
presentations will be in the
public domain
Slides can’t be printed

Sales / Content Sharing

Vizolution
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.vizolution.co.uk

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
London, United Kingdom
1-10 Employees
@vizolution
Vizolution enables businesses to better
engage their customers remotely through
instant, easy, screen sharing.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Vizolution offers a suite of solutions
that allow customers to navigate
complex journeys and digitally send,
receive, sign documents on a real time
basis. This means customers can
complete their desired journeys
without being forced to use paper, post
or personal visits.

Contact Vizolution for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Increases customer
engagement and sales

+

Multiple sectors still under
development

Sales / Content Sharing

Zoom
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.zoom.us

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Jose, California
101-250 Employees
@zoom_us
Zoom unifies cloud video conferencing,
simple, online meetings, group messaging,
and a software-defined conference room
solution into easy-to-use platform.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Zoom include the following features:
Cloud Video Conferencing, Group
Collaboration, Simple Online Meetings,
Hybrid Cloud Service, Partner
Integrations

1) Basic: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
High quality audio/video
connection

2) Pro: $14.99/user/month
3) Business: $19.99/user/month

+
+

Clunky UI
Limited customization

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Contracts & Billing
These solutions aim to streamline
Configure-Price-Quote (CPQ),
contracting, billing, and other
sales-related FinOps processes.
Apttus
Avoka
DocuSign
Form Assembly
HandShake
Mimiran
Proposify
Quosal
Qvidian
ServiceSource
Vendavo
Zuora
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Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Apttus
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.apttus.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, California
1k-5k Employees
@Apptus
Apptus maximizes the entire revenue
operation by driving behavior and providing
prescriptive data to company
decision-makers.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Apttus Revenue Management allows
you to optimize revenue by managing
future deal structures, renewals,
payment terms, finance structures and
contract compliance.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Configurable
Highly scaleable
Native to Salesforce

2) Subscription
Contact BrainShark for pricing
information.

+
+

Main features are not as easily
customized
Could be time consuming when
building quotes

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Avoka
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.avoka.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Broomfield, Colorado
51-100 Employees
@avokatech
Avoka is a SaaS provider that has
productized the technologies required to
deliver digital sales periences for financial
institutions, governments and other
enterprises.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Avoka has highly customized forms
that incorporate all the features and
intelligence of the platform. It includes
pre-built connectors for best in class
services such as fraud detection, ID
verification, digital signatures.

Contact Avoka for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Experienced and passionate
team with a global culture
Services businesses of all
sizes

+
+

Experiencing growth
challenges
Creating and running
campaigns can be time
consuming and inefficient

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

DocuSign
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.docusign.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
1K-5K Employees
@Docusign
DocuSign is a court-approved e-signature
sales tool allowing users to sign documents
electronically and send documents
securely from an geographic location for an
electronic signature.Additionally, users can
manage documents online from any
device using an e-signature.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features
DocuSign accelerates transactions to
increase speed to results, reduce
costs, and delight customers with the
easiest, fastest, most secure global
network for sending, signing, tracking,
and storing documents. DocuSign
helps companies securely collect
information and payments, automate
workflows, and sign anything,
anywhere, anytime.

Reasons To Buy
+

You need a easy way to send
and sign documents

+

Easy API integration

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Pricing Model
1) Individual: $10/month
2) Standard: $25/month
3) Business: $40/month
4) Business Premium: $135/month

Reasons To Pass
+

Limited customization

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Form Assembly
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.formassembly.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Product of Veer West
Bloomington, Indiana
11-50 Employees
@FormAssembly
FormAssembly is a web-based service that
helps businesses and professionals create
state-of-the-art web forms and surveys, and
collect data without the need for technical
skills or desktop software.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

With Form Assembly you can create
order forms, service requests, or
registration forms, and collect
payments securely. They’re powerful
forms to help you enroll students,
process job applications, or qualify
beneficiaries. You can also collect
feedback from your customers, or
design surveys for market or academic
research

Contact Form Assembly for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

You are looking for ways to
streamline internal processes
related to customer input/ data
Salesforce integration

+

Complicated configuration

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

HandShake
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.handshake.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
51-100 Employees
@handshake

Handshake is the B2B Commerce platform
that helps manufacturers and distributors
grow by powering in-person and online
ordering.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

HandShake is redefining B2B
commerce modern solution for
growing revenue and improving
operational efficiency. Cover all your
sales channels by giving reps and
customers the freedom to place orders
across mobile and web.

1) Core: $39.95/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Quickly processing of large
volumes
Intuitive

2) Professional: $79.95/user/month
3) Enterprise: Customized

+
+

You are budget constrained
Difficult process of initiating
process

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Mimiran
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.mimiran.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Austin, Texas
11-50 Employees
@Mimiran

Product Features

Pricing Model
$99/month

Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Know the state of every deal. Capture
and convert leads that would have
gotten away. With better visibility into
when deals will close, you can assign
your people to projects with less time
on the bench.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Mimiran helps small businesses increase
sales by automating the proposal process.
You can create proposals quickly with
compelling templates, including accurate
quotes, product descriptions, customer
information, and legal terms.

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+
+

Supports rich content editing
Great looking proposals and
support
Saves time in creating
proposals

+

Takes time to develop initial
templates (not very user
friendly)

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Proposify
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.proposify.biz

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Halifax, Nova Scotia
1-10 Employees
@proposify

Product Features

Pricing Model
1) Tall: $25/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Save your case studies, fees, images
and team bios all in one central library.
Tag them, search them and drop them
into your layout. Keep a pulse on the
sales pipeline of your agency.
Proposify lets you know your close
rate, which sections of your proposals
get viewed and for how long.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Proposify helps you write and design
stunning proposal documents, collaborate
with team members, and keep track of new
business you pitch.

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

You need to create content for
a dispersed sales team
Clean UI

2) Grande: $50/month
3) Venti: $100/month

+
+

Limited integration
Not user friendly

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Quosal
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.quosal.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Product of ConnectWise
Bothell, Washington
11-50 Employees
@QuosalQuote
Quosal is an all-in-one software platform for
quote and proposal preparation, delivery and
management, links seamlessly with popular
CRM software, product distributors and
accounting software to automate the quote
and proposal process.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

With the Quosal CPQ quote and
proposal generation wizard it's easy to
create professional quotes and
proposals in minutes, while ensuring
all sales reps adhere to processes
deliver your quotes and proposals via
Order Porter, Quosal's online,
interactive quote delivery system.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Great integration with other
software

2) Subscription
Contact Quosal for pricing information.

+
+

Poor customer service
Bad sync between their
products (Qusoal Create/
Quosal Sell)

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Qvidian
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.qvidian.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Lowell, MA
101-250 Employees
@Qvidian
Qvidian provides cloud-computing
applications that improve sales
effectiveness. The company enables sales
organizations to engage prospects using
dynamic tools and integrated best practices.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Qvidian’s intuitive wizard guides you
through the document creation
process. Qividan Proposal Automation
is highly configurable, allowing you to
mirror your specific sales
methodology. Qvidian empowers your
sales team to create personalized
sales documents.

Contact Qvidian for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Customizable UI
You have a workforce that
works remotely

+

Limited search function
capability

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

ServiceSource
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.servicesource.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Publicly Traded Company (NASDAQ:SREV)
San Francisco, California
1k-5k Employees
@ServiceSource
By leveraging big data to give companies a
complete view of their customers,
ServiceSource’s service offerings drive
higher subscription, maintenance, and
support revenue, improved customer
retention, and increased business
predictability.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Map disparate systems’ data together
to get actionable customer success
insights.Score health and engagement
using almost any factors and
weighting imaginable. Plan and focus
success managers on priority accounts
and activities that yield impactful
business results.

Contact ServiceSource for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Helps grow and retain
customer revenue in a cost
effective way

+
+

Poor corporate structure
Clunky user interface

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Vendavo
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.vendavo.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, CA
251-500 Employees
@vendavo
Vendavo is the provider of price
management and optimization software for
business-to-business companies worldwide.
The Vendavo Enterprise Pricing Suite solves
pricing problems by giving businesses true
enterprise-wide control of their entire pricing
process.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Vendavo harnesses the power of Big
Data to generate actionable insights
that enable businesses to sell more
profitably. Their price optimization and
management solutions help global
customers make better data-driven
decisions for pricing and sales
effectiveness. Using cutting-edge
analytics and deep industry expertise.

Contact Vendavo for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Helps set more effective prices
to increase buyers
Helps increase operating
profits

+

Risk involved in adjusting
prices

Post-Sales / Contracts & Billing

Zuora
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.zuora.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Foster City, CA
500-1K Employees
@zuora
Zuora provides subscription billing as well as
recurring revenue, payments, and billing
solutions. Its solutions cover roles of CEOs
as well as marketing, finance, and operations
that cover commerce, finance, and billing
processes.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Zuora gives you the flexibility to try
pricing models. Zuora gives you the
flexibility to tailor your pricing to
different sets of customers.Get
fine-grained control over what you bill
for and when. Create customer reports
specific to your needs with ad-hoc
reporting.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Customer service

2) Subscription flexibility (one time or
recurring billing periods)
Contact BrainShark for pricing
information.

+

Complicated implementation
process

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

CRM
These companies provide a central
system of record for critical customer
and sales information (e.g. deals,
companies, contacts).
Agile CRM
Base
Bullhorn
Contactually
HubSpot CRM
InfusionSoft
Insidesales.com
Insightly
Microsoft Dynamics
Nimble
Prosperworks
Pipedrive
Pipeliner
Salesforce
SugarCRM
Zoho CRM
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Sales / CRM

Agile CRM
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.agilecrm.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company

Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh
51-100 Employees
@agilecrm
All in one CRM, automate your sales and
marketing in one platform. Avoid data leaks
and enable consistent messaging. Make the
most of Agile's modern features &
integrations, easy implementation and great
support at an affordable price.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Automate marketing and sales process
with simple and powerful drag-drop
editor. Convert website visitors directly
to leads in the CRM. Nurture, track and
score leads automatically based on
web or email activity.

1) Free: Free

Reasons To Buy
+

Price

+

G2 Rating

3) Regular: $49.99/month
4) Enterprise: $79.99/month

Product

Prevalence

2) Starter: $14.99/month

Great usability with clean user
interface
Integrates seamlessly into
Gmail

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Does not interface with some
applications
Cannot add an attachment to a
campaign

Sales / CRM

Base
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.getbase.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, CA
101-250 Employees
@getbase
Base built the first scientific sales platform that
empowers businesses to grow revenue in a way
that’s measurable, repeatable and scalable.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Base offers an all-in-one solution that
increases rep adoption rates and data
capture across devices. With the ability
to analyze big data trends in real-time,
Base’s Apollo provides sales leaders
with the actionable, quantifiable
insights they need to accelerate
performance.

1) Starter: $25/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Very strong mobile app user
experience
Generate quality reports with
multiple filters

2) Professional: $75/user/month
3) Enterprise: $125/user/month

+

+
+

Minimal automation controls
require manual sifting to
ensure protocol uniformity
Administrative tasks are time
intensive
Limited features

Sales / CRM

Bullhorn
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.bullhorn.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Boston, MA
251-500
@bullhorn
Bullhorn provides cloud-based CRM
solutions for companies in business services
industries. Its data capture and customer
insight technology puts the most up-to-date
and powerful information at users’ fingertips
to give them everything they need to win
customers and keep them happy.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Product features include: Applicant
tracking, Candidate sourcing, Job
posting, Contact management,
Business intelligence & reporting,
Automatic email tracking, Standard
mobile recruiting, Custom fields &
workflows, Unlimited data storage,
LinkedIN Recruiter Integration

1) Starter: $99/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Tracks personal reporting
numbers to keep team
members on goal targets
Ease of use for recruiting
lifecycle tracking purposes

2) Professional: $159/user/month
3) Enterprise: $200/user/month

+

+
+

Specialized for Business
Services companies (not a
good choice for others)
Poor search engine intelligence
when finding contact info
Occasionally has email delivery
issues

Sales / CRM

Contactually
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.contactually.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Washington, DC
11-50 Employees
@contactually
Contactually converts your contacts to
relationships, all through email.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

The system identifies when you email
a new lead, shows what you already
know about him, and asks a few
specific questions to learn more: how
did you meet, how important is he,
what are the next steps. The system
then parses your response and
automatically pushes all rich data to
your CRM.

1) Basic: $29/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Real time contact updates
Gmail plugin allows you to
bucket everyone you’re in
contact with

2) Professional
$49/user/month

:

3) Enterprise: $99/user/month

+
+

Some integrations tend to be
buggy
Insights feature is lacking - it is
confusing to see how well you
are actually doing

Sales / CRM

HubSpot CRM
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.hubspot.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Public Company (NYSE: HUBS)
Cambridge, MA
501-1K Employees
@HubSpot
HubSpot CRM is the flexible, intuitive
solution for managing your prospects and
sales pipeline. Control your content,
channels and marketing performance while
getting a 360 degree view of the people who
matter most to your company from your
dashboard. Personalize your views, create
custom fields, and filter to find your best
contacts instantly.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Database: Collect & store data on
contacts, companies, deals, and tasks
with an easy to use database that is
customizable to match your needs.

1) Free: Free (with HubSpot Marketing
Automation account)

Timeline: Organizes every email, call,
note, websites visits into a simple,
intuitive view.

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

+

Great value if you already use
HubSpot for marketing
automation
Ties seamlessly with marketing
automation data (if you use
HubSpot)
Reporting platform is easy to
navigate; UI is clean

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Not as many functions as other
CRMs
Not as capable with sales
activity as it is with marketing
activity

Sales / CRM

InfusionSoft
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.infusionsoft.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Chandler, AZ
251-500 Employees
@infusionsoft
Infusionsoft provides sales and marketing
automation software for small businesses
that combines CRM, email marketing and
e-commerce. Its Web-based solution helps
small businesses automatically market to
get more customers, grow sales and save
time.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

CRM for SMBs allows you to import
and organize contacts that come to
your business, and collects data about
contacts’ behaviors.Sales automation
automatically send follow-up emails,
tasks, appointments and trigger a
personalized, automated sequence of
communication when someone makes
a purchase.

1) Essentials: $199/3 users/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Strong personalization features
to understand subscribers
Quality customer support
available
Customerhub platform is well
integrated

2) Deluxe: $299/4 users/month
3) Complete: $379/5 users/month
4) Team: $599/10 users/month

+
+

Interface does not bode well
for real time shipment tracking
Emails do not sync to CRM on
Mac OS, only PC

Sales / CRM

Insidesales.com
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.insidesales.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Provo, UT
501-1K Employees
@insidesales
InsideSales.com offers the sales industry's
first comprehensive sales acceleration
platform that creates high-performance
sales teams with breakthrough technology.
From the moment an opportunity enters the
sales funnel until it closes, InsideSales
leverages machine learning to predict and
prescribe optimized sales activities.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Optimize your sales cycle by
predictively knowing who to sell to and
when to call. Increase prospecting
success and efficiency through phone,
email and communications solutions
built right into your existing systems.
Predictively hire and motivate to
maximize quota attainment and
performance.

1) Communicate: $125/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Strong reporting analysis to
understand dialing
effectiveness
Leaderboards create a
gamified environment to
improve employee morale and
transparency

2) Elevate: $195/user/month
3) Accelerate: $295/user/month

+
+
+

Issues with advanced
functionality
Subpar customer support
(implementation)
Sometimes difficult or
unintuititve user interface

Sales / CRM

Insightly
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.insightly.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
51-100 Employees
@insightlyapp
Insightly is a simple to use yet powerful CRM
system for small business. With integrations
to Google Apps, Office 365, MailChimp, and
major social media sites; great mobile apps
for tablets and smartphones; and easy
access to a REST API for custom integration,
Insightly is the leading small business CRM.

Product Features

Pricing Model

See background, email history, and
important dates on leads/contacts.
Create Milestones, Pipelines and Tasks
for projects. Track all email
correspondence. View completed
tasks and events by project.

1) Basic: $12/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

3) Professional: $49/user/month
4) Enterprise: $99/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

2) Plus: $29/user/month

User-friendly with quick
implementation/learning curve
High quality mobile app
Seamless Gmail integration

Reasons To Pass
+

+

Degree of standardization
makes customization of
product difficult
Cloning and copying of data
not permitted in all categories

Sales / CRM

Microsoft Dynamics
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.microsoft.com/en-us/dynamics/crm.aspx

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Owned by Microsoft Dynamics
Redmond, WA
101-250
@MSFTDynamics

Microsoft Dynamics CRM is our customer
relationship management (CRM) business
solution that drives sales productivity and
marketing effectiveness through social
insights, business intelligence, and
campaign management in the cloud,
on-premises, or with a hybrid combination.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features
Microsoft Dynamics CRM can help
reduce costs and increase profitability
by organizing and automating business
processes that nurture customer
satisfaction and loyalty in the sales,
marketing, and customer service
fields. CRM solutions can deliver ROI
through marketing automation,
customer service, and sales force
automation.

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Seamless integration of CRM
with Outlook and Office 365
Simple user interface with
premiere data storage

Pricing Model
1) Essentials: $15/user/month
2) Basic: $30/user/month
3) Professional: $65/user/month
4) Enterprise: $200/user/month

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Poor integration with
non-Microsoft products
Tools do not include pre-sales
acceleration

Sales / CRM

Nimble
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.nimble.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Santa Monica, CA
11-50 Employees
@nimble
Nimble is a Web Based SaaS platform that
helps small businesses attract and retain
customers by enabling their team to work
more effectively together and stay top of
mind with their prospects and customers.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Nimble CRM combines the power of
relationship management, unified
conversations/communications, social
media tools, and team Collaboration
under one roof.

1) Business: $25/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Strong social media integration
with usable interface
Unique group messaging and
email template features

+

+
+

Subscription payment process i
a bit of a hassle (no “pay now”
button)
Mobile app is due for an
upgrade
Not as many metrics/statistical
data as other CRMs

Sales / CRM

Prosperworks
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.prosperworks.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@ProsperWorks
ProsperWorks is the simplest to install,
easiest to use and most powerful CRM
solution for companies that use Google
Apps. Customers that use ProsperWorks
spend a fraction of the time updating their
CRM yet enjoy more accurate and up to the
minute customer data for activity tracking,
forecasting and insights that help companies
sell more, faster.

Product Features

See G2 Crowd Reviews

ProsperWorks is a smart and simple
CRM built that helps you organize your
contacts, create a repeatable sales
process and provides growing
businesses with the insights they need
to sell more, faster. Leveraging Google
integrations to reduce the friction of
keeping your CRM up-to-date with
accurate data, leading to better
business outcomes

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Great integration with Google
applications
User experience saves time by
automatically scouring web for
contact information when
adding individuals to CRM

Pricing Model
1) Basic: $19/month
2) Professional: $49/month
3) Business: $119/month

Reasons To Pass
+

+

Customer support is not
prompt in providing answers to
questions online
Platform is not translated to
languages other than English

Sales / CRM

Pipedrive
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.pipedrive.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, New York
101-250 Employees
@pipedrive
Pipedrive is a sales management tool for
small teams with big ambitions. It visualises
your sales pipeline and helps to make sure
important activities and conversations won’t
get dropped.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Pipedrive is a sales management tool
for small teams with big ambitions. It
visualises your sales pipeline and
helps to make sure important activities
and conversations won’t get dropped.

1) Silver: $12/user/month
2) Gold: $25/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Intuitive

3) Platinum: $75/user/month

+
+

Has restrictive rule setting
abilities
Not great for complex sales

Sales / CRM

Pipeliner
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.pipelinersales.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Pacific Palisades, California
51-100 Employees
@PipelinerCRM
Pipeliner is the single source and location
for lead and opportunity management.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features
Pipeliner brings an entirely new
approach to CRM: total visualization.
Built by professional professional
salespeople for professional
salespeople, Pipeliner is intuitively
engaging--focusing reps on correct
priorities with regard to prospects and
customers, and guiding them rapidly
through the sales pipeline to closed
sales.

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Visualizes complex sales
relationships
Affordable pricing

Pricing Model
1) Personal Plus: $8/user/month
2) Business Starter: $25/user/month

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Limited features on mobile
app
Limited integration

Sales / CRM

Salesforce
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.salesforce.com
Public Company (NYSE: CRM)
San Francisco, CA
>20k employees
@salesforce
Salesforce is the leading provider of SaaS
CRM solutions. Outside of its core product, a
system of record for sales, the company
offers software for managing marketing and
customer service operations.Compare to
Zoho, SugarCRM, Microsoft Dynamix.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price

Product Features

Pricing Model

Salesforce Sales Cloud is a
customizable CRM platform that grows
with you. Get real-time customer
information and activity in one place,
plus insights with dashboards and
reports. Connect to thousands of
business apps to extend your CRM to
every department.

1) Salesforce IQ: $25/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

+

You need enterprise-level
features or support
Your business model or sales
process is unique or complex,
requiring customization
You rely on CRM integrations to
power your workflow

2) Professional
$65/user/month

:

3) Enterprise: $125/user/month
4) Unlimited: $250/user/month

+
+
+

You are a very early-stage
startup with a straightforward
or low-volume sales model
You are highly budget
constrained
You require massive
customization that may require
an open-source option

Sales / CRM

SugarCRM
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.sugarcrm.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Cupertino, CA
501-1K Employees
@SugarCRM
SugarCRM enables businesses to create
extraordinary customer relationships with
the most innovative and affordable CRM
solution in the market. Sugar is positioned to
fully unleash the promise of CRM with our
innovative CRM system designed for every
individual who engages with customers:
sellers, marketers, customer support agents,
receptionists, and executives.

Product Features

Pricing Model

As an open-source, web-based CRM
solution, Sugar is easy to customize
and adapt to your changing needs.
Ideal for small and medium-sized
companies, large enterprises and
government organizations, Sugar can
run in the cloud or on-site.

1) Professional: $40/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

2) Enterprise: $65/user/month
3) Ultimate: $150/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Strong functionality at an
affordable price point
Good customization features

+
+

Conversion of leads must be
done individually (mass
conversion not an option)
Improvement of
features/troubleshooting takes
more time that it should

Sales / CRM

Zoho CRM
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.zoho.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Pleasanton, CA
1k-5k Employees
@zoho
Zoho CRM is a web-based CRM application,
which gives a 360-degree view of a
company’s sales, marketing, inventory,
customer support and more. Zoho CRM
empowers organizations with a complete
customer relationship lifecycle management
solution for managing organization-wide
sales, marketing, & customer support.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Allows users to target inactive leads
and improve sales strategy. Allows
tasks to be automated to capture leads
from websites and improve workflow.
Integrates social media with sales and
lead strategy.

1) Free

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

3) Professional: $20/user/month
4) Enterprise: $35/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

2) Standard: $12/user/month

5) CRM Plus: $50/user/month

Reasons To Buy
+
+

User friendly on the input and
export sides
Customization tools allow for
automation of tasks

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Steep learning curve and the
implementation process takes
time
Integration with Microsoft
Outlook and marketing tools
need to be improved

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Customer Success
Software providing analytics & workflow
to manage post-sales customer health,
maximize retention & mitigate churn.

ChurnZero
ClaraBridge
Fractal Analytics
Gainsight
Mindtouch
Salesmachine
Skilljar
Totango
Wyzerr

099
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107

Post-Sales / Customer Success

ChurnZero
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.churnzero.net

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Arlington, VA
11-50 Employees
@churnzero
ChurnZero gives you intelligence that you
can act on. You’ll get a deeper understanding
of your customers: from those at-risk to your
most prolific users and everything in
between. From logging every activity to
comparing segments to scoring a
customer’s likelihood to churn, ChurnZero’s
analytics help you anticipate and engage.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Alerts from right inside your service
and in real-time. Big data engines
helps you manage your customer base
as well as anticipate success or failing
health from individual customers.
Eliminate the friction in your customer
communications by connecting with
them when they are inside your app.

Contact ChurnZero for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Provides real time insights on
how your customers are really
engaged
Highly customizable platform

+

Founded in 2015, ChurnZero is
still a relatively unproven
platform

Post-Sales / Customer Success

ClaraBridge
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.clarabridge.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Reston, Virginia
251-500 Employees
@Clarabridge
Using advanced text analytics, enterprise
survey, and robust engagement, Clarabridge
transforms all forms of customer feedback
empowering confident, decisive action
across the business.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features
Clara Bridge connects to multiple
sources. Also enables connection to
social media networks. Connect to
marketing automation software, create
surveys and gather feedback,
transcribe and interpret call
recordings, and analyze customer
sentiment.

Reasons To Buy
+
+

Easy to navigate UI, and system
Constantly adding new features
that add meaningful
functionality

Pricing Model
$100k/year (discounts available based
on volume)

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Very long setup and
onboarding process
Price is high for the value
received

Post-Sales / Customer Success

Fractal Analytics
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.fractalanalytics.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, CA
501-1K Employees
@fractalites
Fractal is an analytic company providing
information and consultancy services to
organizations for data-driven
decision-making.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Proprietary pattern recognition and
machine learning algorithms learn
from every transaction and customer
interaction, including social media,
helping marketers build a complete
view of individual customers across
attitudinal and behavioral dimensions.

Contact Fractal Analytics for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Highly customizable platform
Team invests ample resources
in understanding partner
customers

+

If you don’t an analytics
package specifically crafted for
your company (i.e., you just
need standard data analytics
insights)

Post-Sales / Customer Success

Gainsight
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.gainsight.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Redwood City, CA
251-500 Employees
@gainsightHQ
Gainsight offers a complete Customer
Success Management solution that helps
businesses reduce churn, increase up-sell
and drive customer success.

Product Features

See G2 Crowd Reviews

The company's SaaS suite integrates
with Salesforce and uses Big Data
analytics to evaluate sales data, usage
logs, support tickets, surveys and other
sources of customer intelligence. In
this way, Gainsight provides a 360°
view of customers and drives retention
across customer success, sales,
marketing, executive and product
management

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

If your company is equipped
with someone like an
administrator or executive
sponsor to make decisions and
implement changes
If you need a top notch
customer contact mechanism

Pricing Model
Contact Gainsight for more pricing
information.

Reasons To Pass
+

If you need to have an amazing
looking interface

Post-Sales / Customer Success

Mindtouch
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.mindtouch.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Diego, CA
101-250 Employees
@MindTouch
MindTouch is a leading SaaS solution for
customer success/engagement
management helping companies create
smarter customers to accelerate the sales
cycle and drive product adoption. MindTouch
transforms the product and help content
your company already produces into a
customer engagement channel.

Product Features

Pricing Model

MindTouch transforms the product and
help content your company already
produces into a customer engagement
channel. Bring the customer record
(CRM) and the customer's self-service
behavior together for insight into their
experience with your brand.

Contact Mindtouch for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Customer service is very
helpful and quick to respond
The platform is easy to use

+
+

Pricing model isn't great
Customizing your Mindtouch
site needs a lot of CSS and web
design

Post-Sales / Customer Success

Salesmachine
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.salesmachine.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
1-10 Employees
@salesmachine_io
A smart productivity dashboard for your
team to manage customer success and
increase conversion rates while reducing
churn.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Salesmachine offers real time
customer scoring, customer health and
user lifecycle, automatic tasks, emails
and notifications, proactive churn
prevention, customer segmentation,
customer success workflows, live
activity stream, smart notifications

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Easy to use and setup
Great UI/UX for a customer
success manager
Great value for your money

2) Starter: $60/user/month
3) Standard: $100/user/month
4) Enterprise: Customized

+
+

Complex metrics and not so
easy to understand
Search is sometimes slow

Post-Sales / Customer Success

Skilljar
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.skilljar.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Seattle, WA
11-50 Employees
@skilljar
Skilljar is an online platform that enables
businesses to educate their customers,
vendors, and partners through online
courses. Users have to upload their course
content, customize their company branding,
and publish them.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

This features multimedia content,
including video, PDF, built-in quizzing,
and SCORM, certification engine,
white-label branding, E-commerce for
selling training, detailed analytics
including groups and managers, and
single Sign On and REST APIs

1) Basic: $500/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Easy to personalize, and easy
to navigate interface
Very good customer service

2) Pro: $1000/month
3) Enterprise: $2000/month

+
+

Reporting is not that detailed
Onboarding is a slow process

Post-Sales / Customer Success

Totango
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.totango.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, CA
101-250 Employees
@totango
Totango is a provider in customer engagement
and user insights for cloud apps. The company
helps SaaS vendors and online subscription
services take a data-driven approach to reducing
churn and driving customer success, product
adoption, and trial conversion.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features
Totango is a customer success
platform that helps recurring revenue
businesses simplify the complexities
of customer success by connecting the
dots of customer data, actively
monitoring customer health changes,
and driving proactive engagements.

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Totango integrates with many
different applications and
tracks customer usage as well
If you want insights on what
your company might not be
doing best, and being able to
fix them

Pricing Model
For SMB, prices range from roughly
$30k - $50k/year

Reasons To Pass
+
+
+

Installing is not so simple
UI is a little confusing
If you are not an enterprise or
SMB

Post-Sales / Customer Success

Wyzerr
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.wyzerr.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Covington, Kentucky
1-10 Employees
@Wyzerr
Wyzerr utilizes highly interactive
engagement platforms to obtain consumer
feedback data, thus creating better dialogue
between brands and consumers.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Guides you in creating feedback
campaigns. AI assistant on market
research

$99/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Gamified product makes
gaining customer insights easy
Machine-learning algorithms
process information in a real
time, continuous manner
Smart surveys generate
maximum insights in less than
one minute

+
+

Customer surveys have 90
character question limit
Smartforms can have
limitations

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Data Enrichment
These companies provide unique,
supplemental data to inform ideal
customer profile (ICP), lead qualification,
and other sales processes.

Datarista
Enigma
Jornaya
Quantifind
SecondMeasure
Segment
Unomy

109
110
111
112
113
114
115

Post-Sales / Data Enrichment

Datarista
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.datarista.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Providence, Rhode Island
1-10 Employees
@datarista
Datarista provides real time, relevant third
party data delivery, integration and update
services for both enhancement and
prospecting inside of the most popular CRM
and marketing automation platforms.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

API Data Consumption or File Hosting,
Enhancement, single record search,
and managed updates throughout the
lie of the license

Contact Datarista for pricing
information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

If you are a sales/marketing
data provider looking for a
PaaS
Offers managed updates
throughout the life of a given
license

+
+

If you are not looking for a
cloud-hosted platform
If you are not in need of a
highly scalable product

Post-Sales / Data Enrichment

Enigma
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.enigma.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, New York
51-100 Employees
@enigma_io
Enigma builds data discovery and analytics
tools that make it simple for organizations to
liberate their own private data, and for the
wider community to explore and build upon
Enigma’s own integrated public data
platform.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Powerful search and organizational
tools deployed across your entire
organization so you can locate and
organize data as you see fit. Fluidly
manipulate your data with
machine-learned ontology
management for a powerful data
fusion experience.

Contact Enigma for pricing information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

If your business could benefit
from analyzing public
government information

+

If your clients do not include
public sector organizations or
large enterprise

Post-Sales / Data Enrichment

Jornaya
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.jornaya.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Ambler, Pennsylvania
51-100 Employees
@Jornaya
Jornaya provides marketers, data analysts,
and compliance professionals with the
highest-resolution view of the consumer.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Provides access to consumer event
attributes. Deep Network Intelligence.
Measure relationship between the
behaviors of your consumers and how
their journeys end.

Contact Jornaya for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

If your business engages in
lead buying and lead routing
If you need to see the complete
picture of your customer -- not
just what he/she purchased

+

If you are looking for a
simplistic post-sales platform

Post-Sales / Data Enrichment

Quantifind
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.quantifind.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Menlo Park, California
51-200 Employees
@quantifind
Quantifind is a technology company that
uncovers hidden signals in massive data
sets that drive business results. Its flagship
product extracts the most critical and timely
revenue-driving factors for a brand and
distills them into a clear statements
describing the opportunity.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Discover what and who drives
performance for your brand, your
category, and your competitors.
Explore what’s driving your revenue.
Evaluate your sponsorships’ impact on
brand awareness and sales among
target segments.

Contact Quantifind for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Intuitive platform
Analysis is highly actionable

+

If you are not looking to use
data to manipulate social
media campaigns

Post-Sales / Data Enrichment

SecondMeasure
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.secondmeasure.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, California
1-10 Employees
@second_measure
Second Measure analyzes billions of credit
card transactions to show investors exactly
how companies are doing. Through their web
app and data feeds, investors can dig into
the operational metrics that drive a business:
revenue and customer growth, retention,
engagement, and more.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Spot inflections in businesses as they
happen with SecondMeasure. Identify
this week’s fastest-growing
companies. See the latest KPIs before
they’re announced.

Contact SecondMeasure for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

If you need to gain insights
about both public and private
companies
If your job entails analyzing
customer cohort trends

+

If your business would not
benefit from understanding
credit card transactions

Post-Sales / Data Enrichment

Segment
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.segment.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
101-250 Employees
@segment
Segment is one place to collect customer
data and send it to your tools for analytics,
marketing automation, and raw data access
with SQL.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

Implement all of your event tracking
with Segment’s single API instead of
wrangling a new API for every new tool
or database. Segment's integrations let
you send your data to hundreds of
tools and databases.

1) Developer: Free
2) Project: $39/month
3) Startup: $99/month
4) Growth: $449/month

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

If you are interested in a
self-hosted data warehouse
If you are an early stage
company looking to pipe your
data into many services

Reasons To Pass
+

If you lack scripting/coding
knowhow

Post-Sales / Data Enrichment

Unomy
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.unomy.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Tel Aviv, IL
11-50 Employees
@UnomyApp
Unomy is a unique Sales & Marketing
Intelligence platform that helps online
businesses gather, retain and process
information about their clients, partners,
competitors or any other business.
With Unomy, any online based business can
gradually develop its own competitive map,
track changes, identify trends and discover
relevant new opportunities.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Unomy’s unique browser extension and
web app, can build lists of targeted
prospects with direct contact
information, enrich leads with insights
and research companies.

Contact Unomy for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Strong list building and
management capabilities
Platform highly usable

+
+

Does not integrate well with
outside platforms
Company pages are not
comprehensive

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Data Automation
These solutions streamline or even
automate data input & output processes
between various sales applications
(most commonly CRM).

Hull
ContactMonkey
Cloudingo
RingLead
Troops
Zapier

117
118
119
120
121
122

Post-Sales / Data Automation

Hull
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.hull.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, GA
1-10 Employees
@hull
With Hull, marketers and developers can
create better customer experiences,
visualize and interact with their community
and uncover novel insights. Unlike other
SaaS marketing solutions, Hull gathers
customer data from multiple channels (email
marketing, website, mobile site and apps)
into one complete consumer profile, so
brands can grasp distinct personas,
communicate at scale & drive sales.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Combine data from all your tools,
events, properties, property & customer
segment. Powerful segmentation: pick
from any property and event from any
of your tools. Create finer and smarter
segments easily with nested boolean
logic.
A variety of 2-way connectors for total
sales data-app connectivity.

Plans begin at $250/month and grow
with the number of integrations you
use.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+
+

Your sales organization uses
many tools to manage
customer data
You need more powerful
options for segmentation
You struggle with effective
sales & marketing integrations

+

+

+

You only rely on a few key apps
and don’t experience data
connectivity issues
Your ICP or customer
segments are straightforward
and well-understood
You do not value automated or
trigger-based customer comms

Post-Sales / Data Automation

ContactMonkey
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.contactmonkey.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Toronto, Ontario
1-10 Employees
@contactmonkey
ContactMonkey tracks your daily sales
emails and brings Salesforce.com into your
inbox so you can be more productive.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

View and edit contact/lead info, log
calls, create tasks, and add events.
View your past emails and see how
many times they were opened, when,
where, with what device and what links
were clicked. See what and where
prospects use and are when they open
emails.

1) Free: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

You are budget constrained
Salesforce integration
Ease of use

2) Professional: $7/user/month
3) Team: $15/user/month
4)Salesforce: $25/user/month

+
+

Stability issues
Limited features

Post-Sales / Data Automation

Cloudingo
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.cloudingo.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Owned by Symphonic Source Inc.
Dallas, TX
101-250 Employees
@cloudingo
Couldingo is cleaning up your salesforce
data. The customizable dashboard allows
you to view all your data on one screen.
Their automation automatically screens for
duplicates based on the specific rules that
you can decide. Cloudingo is giving you
clean data to produce better ROI and more
effective marketing to fill your pipeline.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Cloudingo is a cloud-based data
quality application for Salesforce that
quickly profile user data, find duplicate
or similar records, and merge them
without losing any important data or
relationships it integrate and manage
customer data to ensure that user are
always working with the most
accurate, up-to-date info.

1) Basic: $91/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Wide range of integration
Great for data duplication
Ease of use

2) Standard: $178/month
3) Enterprise: $833/month

+
+

You are highly budget
constrained
Cluttered UX

Post-Sales / Data Automation

RingLead
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.ringlead.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Huntington, NY
11-50 Employees
@RingLead
RingLead’s products and services offer plug
and play capabilities that integrate
seamlessly into your existing marketing
automation and CRM platforms.Whether you
need to prospect new leads, standardize
contact records, clean your database,
append firmographic or demographic
information, and/or route leads to target
account owners.

Product Features

Pricing Model

RingLead is a data quality platform for
CRM and marketing automation,
RingLead addresses bad data via the
three main entry points: list import,
web form submission and manual
entry. Easily identify and merge
duplicate Leads, Contacts & Accounts
with Data Cleanse .

Contact RingLead for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Automated formatting of
documents.
De-duplication system.

+
+

Outdated UI.
Slow customer service.

Post-Sales / Data Automation

Troops
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.troops.ai

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
1-10 Employees
@GetTroops
Troops is a Slackbot for sales teams. It
makes it easy to use CRM data to do your job
— no more trudging through Salesforce.
Troops lets you instantly push and pull CRM
data in and out of Slack, turning it into the
sales hub for both you and your team.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Configure Salesforce Reports to be
delivered through Slack. Communicate
and celebrate deal wins with your team
in Slack. Pull Salesforce data for all
standard and custom objects in Slack.
Alerts you about your most important
deals in Salesforce.

1) Standard: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Users can leverage Slack as a
communication platform and
Salesforce as a CRM in tandem
Data entry is a bottleneck for
your sales team

2) Enterprise: Customized

+

+

You are not willing to use a
relatively new and developing
product
You do not use Salesforce AND
Slack

Post-Sales / Data Automation

Zapier
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.zapier.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, CA
11-50 Employees
@zapier
Zapier enables users to connect the web
apps they use to move data between them;
and use event-based automation to avoid
repetitive tasks. Users can explore a list of
over 400 apps in the library and find the ones
they use. Users can find based on different
categories such as billing, accounting, and
invoicing; bookmarking; CMS; CRM; charting;
and customer support.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Zapier enables you to automate tasks
between other online services
(services like Salesforce, Basecamp,
and Gmail). Connect hundreds of
best-in-breed SaaS apps.

1) Free: Free

Product

5) Infrastructure: $125/month

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

3) Business: $50/month
4) Business Plus: $75/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

2) Basic: $20/month

+

Zapier makes it easy to
understand multiple sets of
data by making it easy to
understand interconnections
between them.
If you don’t have a full team
that is able to enter lots of
data.

Reasons To Pass
+

+

Not all of their services work
perfectly with each other. Often
there are connection errors.
Has many limitations with API
integrations.

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Email Intel
These tools improve the effectiveness of
email-based sales communications
through contact info transparency and
other key prospect insights.

Clearbit
Conspire
Crystal
Hunter
FindThat
FullContact
RocketBolt
Rapportive

124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

Clearbit
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.clearbit.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
1-10 Employees
@clearbit
Clearbit builds a suite of business
intelligence APIs to help companies find
more information on their customers in order
to increase sales and reduce fraud.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

APIs search dozens of data sources
on-demand to provide only the most
up-to-date intel. Automatically enrich
your leads, contacts, and accounts
with fresh, up-to-date intel.

Contact Clearbit for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Streaming features are a big
help when working with large
data sets.
Strong customer support.

+

Reports of problems with email
search tool.

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

Conspire
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.conspire.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by FullContact
Boulder, Colorado
3 Employees
@goconspire
Conspire tells you exactly how to get the
best introduction to whoever you want to
meet.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Analyzes email data and score
relationship to recognize the difference
between a close colleague and some
you met a conference.

Contact Conspire for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Efficient way to find out if you
know someone at a company.
Great customer service.

+

If you already consider yourself
to be a well-connected person.

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

Crystal
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.crystalknows.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Nashville, Tennessee
1-10 Employees
@CrystalKnowsMe
Crystal helps you communicate with anyone
based on their unique personality.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Personalize your communication for
customers.

1) Personal: Free
2) Communicator: $19/month
3) Leader: $49/month
4)Enterprise: Customized

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

If you are in a business that
has many outbound sales
emails.
If you are a new business that
needs to gain traction
(customers, investors, etc.).

Reasons To Pass
+

If your company already has
traction and many inbound
calls.

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

Hunter
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.hunter.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Paris, Ile-de-France
1-10 Employees
@EmailHunter
Find email addresses in seconds and
connect with people that matter for your
business. Can also be used to verify existing
contact / leads lists and mass-search
domains.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Use the filter to get only personal email
addresses. Export the list of email
addresses instantly from search.
Enrich your data from a list of domain
names.

1) Free: Free

Chrome plugin allows for Hunter
searches directly from LinkedIn.

4) Pro: $199/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

If you need to spend less time
doing prospecting / research
Sending emails to multiple
people in the same company
has never been so easy

2) Starter: $49/month
3) Growth: $99/month

+

Since the free version only
provides a limited amount of
searching, if you are strapped
for cash this might not be a
good pick for you

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

FindThat
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.findthat.email

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
@FindThatEmail
FindThat finds the email addresses of
decision makers in millions of companies
worldwide.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Product Features

Pricing Model

Our engines are constantly fed new
sources and automatically remove
false records.

1) 15 emails: $0/month
2) 250 emails: $29/month
3) 1000 emails: $79/month
4) 3000 emails: $149/month

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

For Google Chrome users,
FindThat offers a Chrome
Extension
Platform saves you time by
automatically finding contact
details with one click

Reasons To Pass
+

If your business relies on other
forms of marketing (i.e.,
telemarketing) more than email

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

FullContact
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.fullcontact.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Denver, Colorado
51-100 Employees
@FullContact
FullContact’s cross-platform suites of Apps
and APIs enhance contacts with insights,
while keeping them organized, synchronized,
up to date, and safe.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Manage all your contacts in one place.
Search for new public information
every day. Changes will be pulled from
Google every 20 minutes or less,
instead of only once a day.

1) Basic: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Very easy to use with multiple
features
Business Card scanner
Not expensive

2) Premium: $9.99/month

+
+
+

Hard to use as a team
Sometimes not all information
is correct
Synchronization doesn’t always
work well

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

RocketBolt
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.rocketbolt.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
1-10 Employees
@RocketBolt

RocketBolt is a customer conversion tool for
your website that helps you convert more
site visitors into paying customers.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Sell more by knowing who clicks your
email links and visits your website with
RocketBolt's intelligent lead tracking.

1) Free

Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores

3) Enterprise: $12,000/year

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

2) Executive: $299/month

Easy to use with many features
free of cost
Good for Chrome users (plugin
available)

Reasons To Pass
+

If your company already has
traction and does not have a
customer attraction/retention
issue

Pre-Sales / Email Intelligence

Rapportive
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.rapportive.com
Acquired by Linkedin (NYSE:LNKD)
San Francisco, California
1-10 Employees
@rapportive

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Product Features

Pricing Model
Free.

See G2 Crowd Reviews

See where your email contacts are
based, what they look like, and what
they do. View the social presence of
your email contacts, from LinkedIn,
Facebook, and Twitter, to hundreds of
other social networks.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Rapportive is an email add-on that display
social media info about contacts inside the
user’s inbox.

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Very simple platform: easy to
install & use, benefits clear
Email addresses are validated
when prospecting
Send LinkedIn connection
invites from Gmail

+
+

+

Gmail plugin is not functional;
product essentially sunsetted
Cannot send LinkedIn
connection request directly
from platform
Offers fairly basic data relative
to alternatives

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Lead Gen
These solutions help teams generate
more & better-quality sales leads,
including both pure dataset providers &
automated / outsourced prospecting.

Auctio
Bant.io
Data.com
Folloze
Found.ly
Fusemachines
InspireBeats
Janrain
KiteDesk
LeadGenius
Leadspace
Leadware.io
TeamScout
ZoomInfo

133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Auctio
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.auctioleads.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, New York
1-10 Employees
@AuctioLeads
Auctio is a referral management platform
that enables B2B companies manage and
optimize programs.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Generate revenue by launching
incentive-based referral and cross
selling programs. Customizes
incentives in order to increase
engagement. Dashboard analytics.

1) Starter: $50/month
2) Growth: $350/month
3) Business: $1200/month
4) Enterprise: Customized

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Reasons To Buy
+

Great for optimizing cross
marketing programs and
increasing revenue from
referral programs

Reasons To Pass
+

If referrals are not a large part
of your lead generation

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Bant.io
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.bant.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
London, UK
11-50
@bant_io
Bant fills your pipeline with B2B leads
straight to your inbox. We engage in email
conversations with your ideal customers and
once they respond with interest, your sales
team simply picks up the conversation with
them and work on closing the deal.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Identify hard-to-find company
information and key decision makers
that match your ideal customer profile.
When someone responds with interest,
their email is forwarded to your inbox
so you can pick up the conversation
and work on closing the deal.

1) Startup: $895/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

If you’re a small team that
wants good qualified leads
from using hard-to-find
information

2) Medium: $1195/month
3) Established: $1495/month

+
+

Takes time to set up
campaigns
Their prospecting process is
very broad

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Data.com
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.data.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Subsidiary of Salesforce (CRM)
San Francisco, CA
>20,000 Employees
@salesforce
Data.com is an online business directory of
companies and business professionals that
is built, maintained and accessed by a
worldwide community of over a million
subscribers. Formerly known as Jigsaw
before it was acquired by SFDC.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

With Data.com, sales and marketing
teams can instantly access over 250
million company profiles and 45
million business contacts to grow your
business faster. In addition, CRM
admins and operations teams can
better control and maintain data
quality, ultimately driving CRM user
productivity and adoption.

1) Clean: $25/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Integrated with SFDC
Simple and easy to use
Good system to get more
contacts without paying

2) Prospector: $150/user/month

+
+

Not all data is reliable being
that some is crowdsourced
Information is not always up to
date

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Folloze
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.folloze.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Palo Alto, CA
11-50 Employees
@folloze
Folloze is a provider of an innovative
Account Based Management (ABM) Sales
Platform, which enables B2B sales teams to
use marketing techniques to engage,
develop and win their top target accounts.
Built for scale, the platform allows Marketing
to empower Sales to deliver account-specific
content campaigns and much more.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Folloze features dynamic content
journeys auto-personalized to each
prospect. Complete backing for your
sales team. Clear signal when your
buyers are ready. Full analytics on how
you’re driving business. Salesforce,
Outlook and Marketing automation
integrations

1) Engage: $1500/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Flexible
Can share content with
customers

2) Amplify: $3000/month
3) Scale: $4500/month

+

You are budget constrained

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Found.ly
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.found.ly

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Cambridge, United Kingdom
11-50 Employees
@lovefoundly
Found.ly will accurately search on Google,
Bing, Yahoo, Twitter and find new leads
according to what you specify.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Found.ly uses search engines to build
lists of targeted leads including their
email, phone and social records.

1) Basic: $99/user/month
2) Active: $199/user/month
3) Enterprise: $299/user/month

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Great for prospecting on
multiple platforms including
Twitter, G+ and Quora
Ample email statistics to utilize

Reasons To Pass
+

If your prospecting efforts tend
to target a concentrated group
of platforms

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Fusemachines
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.fusemachines.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
51-100 Employees
@fusemachines
Fusemachines, leverages Natural Language
Processing and Machine Learning to accelerate
the inside sales process. It has built an Artificial
Intelligence assistant, which empowers inside
sales teams with the ability to better
communicate and connect with prospects.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

AI system is able to mine various data
sources and connects you with most
qualified leads. Helps you reach
customers by understanding the
customer’s problem, timing, budget
and plans. Deflects inbound interaction
from websites visitors to your support
team.

Contact Fusemachines for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is
incorporated into lead and
response generation
Fusemachines helps you
structure unstructured data

+

If you are not comfortable
using technology with a high
degree of AI

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

InspireBeats
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.inspirebeats.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@inspirebeats
InspireBeats is a lead generation and
prospecting solution that helps startups
generated target and qualified leads.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

InspireBeats analyze, monitor, and
research into every single lead and
craft a personalized reach out for you
based on our research. Interested
leads are then sent directly to your
inbox.

1) Starter: $349/month
2) Scale: $699/month
3) Rocket: $1499/month
4) Inspire: $2000/month

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Reasons To Buy
+

Initial list of contacts is highly
customized, as is the process
end to end

Reasons To Pass
+

Leads that are paid for are
sometimes not delivered

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Janrain
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.janrain.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Portland, OR
101-250 Employees
@janrain
Janrain makes it easy to know your
customers and personalize every interaction.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Customer Identity Management
Platform helps companies build a
unified view of its customers across all
devices by collecting accurate
customer profile data to power
personalized marketing. The platform
encompasses social login, customer
profile data storage, customer insights,
single sign-on, and engagement.

1) Free: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

User can engage in
authentication from all social
networks and email services
(bonus for developers)
Highly actionable metrics

2) Pro: $83-$187/user/month
3) Enterprise: $416/user/month

+
+

Profile data storage is a bit
inflexible
Price is a bit high relative to
value

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

KiteDesk
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.kitedesk.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Tampa, Florida
11-50 Employees
@KiteDesk
KiteDesk software helps salespeople find the
hottest sales prospects daily, overcoming
the #1 challenge salespeople face: Lack of
qualified leads.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

KiteDesk offers Lead Management
from a single screen. This includes
email templates, tracking, 1-click dialer
with local presence, call recording,
voicemail drop and much more. The
heart of the sales system is an
automatically prioritized ToDo queue-always guiding sales reps what to do
next.

1) KiteDesk FIND: $75/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Constantly adding more data
and the data is close to 95%
correct.
Integrates with LinkedIn and
Salesforce.

2) KiteDesk FLOW: $125/user/month

+

+

Some functions are
complicated to understand and
use.
UI is clunky.

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

LeadGenius
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.leadgenius.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Companies
Berkeley, California
11-50 Employees
@LeadGenius
LeadGenius is an end-to-end sales solution
that provides companies with a way to
generate, qualify, deliver, and convert leads.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

With LeadGenius, businesses can
identify new customers, update and
improve an existing lead database, and
remove time-consuming steps from
outbound email.

Contact LeadGenius for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Quick ramp up period by
creating a contact list in days
Strong support team to
accompany technology

+

If you would prefer minimum
involvement from a technology
partner team

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Leadspace
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.leadspace.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
51-100 Employees
@Leadspace
Leadspace delivers the data and intelligence
marketers need to find and engage with their
ideal buyers. Leadspace predictive
applications—built on the Leadspace Virtual
Data Management Platform—enrich leads for
maximum accuracy with 80 additional fields
of information, score leads based on their
likelihood to buy, and discover high-quality,
net-new leads.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Leadspace helps marketers increase
lead conversion and boost pipeline
with net-new lead discovery,
on-demand database enrichment and
predictive lead scoring, on both the
company and individual employee
level.

Contact Leadspace for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Easy to navigate UI, built into
Salesforce.
Good customer service.

+

Search ability is lacking some
features.

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

Leadware.io
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.leadware.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@leadwareio

Product Features

Pricing Model
Contact Leadware for pricing
information.

Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Flow of high-quality leads for your
team. Leads will be kept up-to-date
and accurate. Your leadware SDR’s
qualify your customers and set
appointments for your sales team.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Leadware generates leads based on ideal
customer profile that includes decision
makers, contact and company information.

Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

If you would like a technology
that complements -- but does
not replace -- your current sales
team
You own all the contacts/data
created by Leadware

+

If you do not already have an
established sales team

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

TermScout
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.termscout.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Louisville, CO
11-50 Employees
@TermScout

Product Features

Pricing Model
Contact TermScout for pricing
information.

See G2 Crowd Reviews

The company’s product portfolio
includes CRE Scout: commercial real
estate brokers and owners can
prospect for new customers; Retail
Scout: retailers understand when
competitors’ lease expires; and Move
Scout: service providers find out when
a company is moving.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

TermScout is a sales intelligence company that
aggregates and provides actionable tenant
information to business-to-business sales
professionals.

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Platform seamlessly connects
with LinkedIn
Lead generation opportunities
are emailed daily

+

Alerts go out at 7:00am every
day, rather than being spread
out throughout the day

Pre-Sales / Lead Gen

ZoomInfo
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.zoominfo.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Waltham, Massachusetts
101-250 Employees
@ZoomInfo
ZoomInfo is used by sales and marketing
professionals to find leads, recruiters to
uncover talent and by business
professionals to find detailed information on
people and companies
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Build high-quality, segmented lists
based on industry, company location
and size, revenue, title, job function,
and more using. By fueling your
campaigns with accurate information,
you’re ensuring that your emails reach
prospects and that your database is
clean and actionable.

1) Community: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Data integrity
Multiple price points allows for
optimal package to be crafted

2) Professional: Customized

+
+

Issues reported with using
credits
Lagtime between ZoomInfo
and Salesforce

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Lead Intel
These tools provide salespeople with
critical target information such as
contact info, org structure, size, sector,
technologies currently used, etc.

Bloomfire
BuiltWith
Colabo
Datafox
Datanyze
DiscoverOrg
InsideView
LeadBoxer
LinkedIn Sales Navigator
SalesLoft Prospector
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Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

Bloomfire
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.bloomfire.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Austin, Texas
11-50 Employee
@bloomfire
Bloomfire is a knowledge sharing platform
that enables employees to quickly find the
information they need to do their jobs.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Bloomfire is your secure place to share
knowledge among teammates which
can be customized to fit your company
needs. Bloomfire supports Sales,
Marketing, HR, and Help Desk teams by
creating a centralized place for
training, onboarding, knowledge
sharing, and social learning to unify
your organization.

1) Bloomfire: $12/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Layout is easy to navigate
Strong suite of functionalities

2) Enterprise: $17/user/month
3) Sales Empowerment:
$25/user/month
4)Bloomfire Sales Empowerment
Enterprise: $29/user/month

+

Lack of version control tools to
avoid document duplication

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

BuiltWith
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.builtwith.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Sydney, New South Wales
1-10 Employees
@builtwith
BuiltWith is a website profiler, lead
generation, competitive analysis and
business intelligence tool providing
technology adoption and usage analytics for
the internet.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Build a report based on technology
user on over 360 million active
domains from database of 18k+
technologies. Break reports down by
categories. Find all websites based by
keywords. Use market share analysis,
matrix export and meta data to analyze
the results.

1) Basic: $295/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Reports are very actionable
since they are arranged by
frequency of category
Helps with in-depth competitor
research and market analysis

2) Pro: $495/month
3) Enterprise: $995/month

+

A tad expensive (especially the
pro version given the
functionality)

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

Colabo
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.colabo.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Carlos, California
11-50 Employees
@Colaboinc

Product Features

Pricing Model
1) Prospecting: $50/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Colabo is a sales acceleration platform
that harnesses next-generation
engagement channels like LinkedIn,
Twitter and Meetup for prospecting
and engaging new leads. Sales
Representatives can create
customized messages that resonate,
and achieve increased response rates.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Colabo offers solutions that enables sales
and marketing professionals across all
industries harness the data available online
to generate and qualify leads with ease.

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Clean UI, good integration with
LinkedIn and Salesforce
Automatically enters data from
LinkedIn into Salesforce

2) Engagement: $80/user/month
3) Engagement: Customized

+

+

Comprehensive platform and
can be hard to understand how
to use it
Needs a LinkedIn subscription
in order to fully benefit from
the platform

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

Datafox
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.datafox.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@datafoxco
DataFox helps sales and marketing teams
prospect smarter and have thoughtful,
personalized conversations at exactly the
right time.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Datafox’s software uses machine
learning to identify new prospects and
actionable sales triggers from
thousands of data sources, helping
reps open doors to new business and
elevate their customer conversations.

Contact Datafox for pricing information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Notifications help drive
outreach strategy
If you want to pinpoint likely
buyers and company scores
with accuracy

+

Custom data sets have limited
filtering functionality

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

Datanyze
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.datanyze.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, CA
51-100 Employees
@datanyze
Datanyze provides a sales intelligence
platform to help businesses uncover,
research and reach the right prospects at the
right time. Datanyze is the preferred sales
intelligence solution for top technology
providers like Marketo, Dyn and Hubspot.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Datanyze help you find great accounts,
engage them in timely, value-driven
conversations, and convert them into
customers. The platform delivers
qualified leads and lead information
for businesses ranging from startups
to the Global 2000.

1) Standard: $600/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Ability to sync data with CRM.
Recent up to date information.
Sales teams can build more
granular customer acquisition
strategies.

2) Pro: $1200/month
3) Enterprise: Customized

+
+

It’s not easy to make large lists
of potential customers.
The system is extremely slow.

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

DiscoverOrg
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.discoverorg.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Vancouver, WA
51-100 Employees
@DiscoverOrg
DiscoverOrg is an IT Sales Intelligence
Platform. The company operates a call
center designed to gather extensive
information on the information technology
and Finance departments of 15,000 Fortune
Ranked Mid-Market and SMB companies.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

DiscoverOrg’s solutions provide a
stream of accurate and actionable
company, contact, and buying
intelligence that can be used to find,
connect with, and sell to target buyers
more effectively – all integrated into
the leading CRM, Sales Development,
and Marketing Automation Tools in the
market.

Contact DiscoverOrg for pricing
information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

High quality product combined
with strong, sales-driven team
and customer service
Technology is constantly being
improved

+

DiscoverOrg is not cheap (call
for exact pricing)

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

InsideView
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.insideview.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
251-500 Employees
@insideview
InsideView provides market intelligence to
inform the entire enterprise, drive marketing
effectiveness and deliver sales results. We
help you find better leads, win more deals
and maintain and grow your customers. Our
data, insights, and connections--pulled from
over 30,000 sources--make every business
conversation more relevant, valuable and
productive.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Monitor 30,000+ sources and get
alerted about key selling trigger events
such as leadership changes, new
products, acquisitions, and more. Get
the most complete and accurate
profiles by triangulating leading
sources of company data, contacts,
social media, news, blogs, and job
listings.

1) Free: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Trending information is very
helpful via watchlists
Accessible within Microsoft
Dynamics 365

2) Essential: $29/month
3) Enterprise: $99/month

+

Outdated/incorrect contact
information on occasion

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

LeadBoxer
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.leadboxer.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Amsterdam, Noord-Holland
1-10 Employees
@Lead_Boxer
LeadBoxer is a Sales Leads Generation App,
enabling your B2B sales-team to act on
enriched data as it becomes available, in
real-time. We provide a task-oriented
(mobile) App that shows you the businesses
who visited your site, and provide you with
ways to contact them. Contact qualified
leads and existing clients at the right time to
improve sales.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Gain actionable intelligence on which
companies are viewing your website
and what pages they’re viewing most.
Reduce length of lead forms to just a
few field and LeadBoxer will
automatically tell you other important
information about your leads.

1) Startup: $29/3 users/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

2) Business: $49/5 users/month
3) Corporate: $149/10 users/month

Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Platform is web-based and on a
mobile web app
International presence

+

Startup package provides no
discount on services

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

LinkedIn Sales Navigator
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.linkedin.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Publicly Traded Company (NYSE: LNKD)
Mountain View, CA
1K-5K Employees
@LinkedIn
LinkedIn is an internet platform company
focused on connecting the world's
professionals. The company has a
diversified business model with revenues
driven from user subscriptions, advertising
sales and software licensing.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

With LinkedIn Sales Navigator,
you can focus on the right people
and companies, stay up-to-date on
what’s happening with your
accounts, and build trust with your
prospects and customers.

1) Business: $24.95/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

LinkedIn provides executive
biographies available to all
users (not available on other
platforms)
Very valuable for pre-call
research and account planning

2) Sales Plus: $59.99/month
3) Sales Executive: $99.99/month

+
+

Provides very few email credits
Some company profiles lack
location data

Pre-Sales / Lead Intel

SalesLoft Prospector
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.salesloft.com/products/prospector

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, GA
51-100 Employees
@salesloft
SalesLoft develops sales intelligence
software that works in Salesforce and other
CRM tools to help sales professionals to
engage with clients and prospects in a
deeper, more meaningful way. Prospector
helps teams build accurate leads lists
quickly and easily without disrupting their
workflow.

Product Features

Pricing Model

It is the easy way to build accurate
lists of marketing and sales leads. It
can run search from anywhere on the
web using Chrome browser extension.
Capture name, title, company, email,
phone number, location, industry, and
more for every prospect you import.

1) Group: $75/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

2) Professional: $100/user/month
3) Enterprise: $125/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Fantastic customer service
Sales process is automated in
a scalable manner

+
+

Switching User Interfaces can
be problematic
Currently no visual indicators
to show how an SDR is doing
toward input metric goals

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Lead Engagement
Software to streamline communications
with leads from first touch through to
nurturing and close (or with customers
post-sales, for onboarding or support).

AutoPilot
Drift
Intercom
Jebbit
LivePerson
LiveOps
Olark
PureChat
Slack
Takt
Vidyard
Zoomforth
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Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

AutoPilot
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.autopilothq.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@autopilotus
Autopilot makes it easy for any company to
automate their marketing, nurture their leads
beyond email, and gain insights from
analytics. Autopilot’s built-in integrations to
best of breed marketing, CRM, and business
intelligence tools empower marketers to
create and track buyer journeys using email,
mobile, and direct mail.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Autopilot helps you: Organize and
segment all your contacts in one place,
integrate the systems you already use,
including Salesforce, Twilio, Lob, Slack,
and more. Start instantly using a guide
from our extensive library of best
practice templates.

1) Base: $20/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

2) Business: $40/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+
+

If you have budget constraints
User friendly
Versatile

+
+
+

Fairly new and still have
glitches/bugs
Does not provide full service
integrations
Lack of functions compared to
competitors

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Drift
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.drift.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Cambridge, MA
11-50 Employees
@drift
Drift is a sales communication platform. It
provides a messaging app for sales and
customer success teams with the goal of
increasing connectivity between friends and
co-workers in real time visually from your
phone.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

As a customer communication tool,
drift allows users to have greater
connection with ease, facilitating the
generation of more leads and
organization of meetings with your
team.

1) Free

3) Team: $250/month
4) Enterprise: Contact Drift.

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

2) Standard: $50/month

+

Great chat experience that
integrates directly with Slack
Receptive to customer
feedback and quickly corrects
bugs
Extremely intuitive, allows
members to easily connect
with users

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Limited free plan for medium or
large scale businesses
Very new product (some bugs
involved)

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Intercom
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.intercom.com
Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
101-250 Employees
@intercom
Intercom is a customer platform with a suite
of products for live chat, marketing,
feedback, and support.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Talk to visitors on your website to help
them become customers. Guide new
signups to become active investors.
Get quality product feedback from the
right customers.Streamline support for
your team and your customers.

1) Engage: Starting From $49

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

You need a simple customer
management platform
Easy to navigate

2) Learn: Starting From $49
3) Support: Starting From $49

+
+
+

Not intuitive
Laggy interface
Lack of analytics options

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Jebbit
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.jebbit.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Boston, MA
11-50 Employees
@jebbit
Jebbit‘s platform enables marketers and
digital sales teams to create branded,
personalized mobile experiences to engage,
profile, and convert any audience.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Jebbit helps media companies drive
revenue by providing interactive mobile
content solutions as part of their
digital offerings. Jebbit helps brands
increase conversions while capturing
user-provided data that ultimately
boosts lifetime value.

Contact Jebbit for pricing information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

97% of users who start a Jebbit
complete it
Providers for a unique visitor
experience

+ You are highly budget constrained

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

LivePerson
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.liveperson.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Public Company (NASDAQ: LPSN)
New York, NY
501-1K Employees
@LivePerson

LivePerson is the market leader in real-time
intelligent customer engagement. Our
mission is to help companies create deeper
connections with their customers, and our
investment in real-time analytics, metrics
and a world-class hosted platform makes
this possible at scale.

Product Features

Pricing Model

See what your customers are doing on
your site and identify what kind of
assistance they need most. You can
create digital engagements in six
minutes or less by building a
personalized campaign in a few easy
steps. Real-time data dashboards keep
track of customer care professionals.

1) Small Teams:
$49/1 user/month
$94/ 2 users/month
$139/ 3 users/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

2) Enterprise: Customized

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Quick and efficient
Easy onboarding of users

+
+

Reliability issues
If you are highly budget
constrained

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

LiveOps
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.liveops.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by Marlin Equity Partners
Redwood City, California
251-500 Employees
@LiveOps
LiveOps offers various call types and
channels, including customer service call
center, outbound services, inbound sales,
and lead generation interactions as well as
self-service interactive voice response
capabilities.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Message and phone panels are
integrated within a single window.
Customer record are shown with the
most critical and recent information.

Contact LiveOps for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

In depth reports on data and
customers
Customizable dashboard

+

Can be glitchy

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Olark
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.olark.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@olark
Olark is a lightweight tool to chat with
visitors to your website using your existing
instant messaging client. Visitors to your
website appear as buddies on your Buddy
list, their messages to you appear as IMs.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Targeted Chat lets you set rules to
interact only with customers who go to
a specific page or perform specific
behaviors. Olark can match your
design perfectly with customization
features. Integrates with Salesforce,
Zendesk, Desk.com, and Highrise.

1) Live Chat: $17/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Simple to use
Wide array of functions
Flexibility of setup options

+
+
+

Confusing pricing model
Limited integration with other
applications
Lack of mobile app

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

PureChat
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.purechat.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Scottsdale, Arizona
11-50 Employees
@PureChat
PureChat is a live chat and visitor tracking
software that helps small teams talk to more
website visitors and improve conversion.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Provide instant answers on your
website and see visitor history. See
who’s on your website in real-time. See
chat metrics over time and track
customer satisfaction. Record every
conversation and share them with your
team

1) Free: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+
+

Customer location feature
Automatic conversation emails
Great customer service
Simple to use

2) Starter: $20/2 users/month
3) Business: $50/5 users/month
4) Growth: $100/ 10 users/month

+

Lack of photo or document
attachment feature

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Slack
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.slack.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
251-500 Employees
@slackHQ
Slack is a team communication application
providing services such as real-time
messaging, archiving, and to search for
modern teams.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Slack offers one-on-one messaging,
private groups, persistent chat rooms,
and direct messaging as well as group
chats organized by topic. All content
inside Slack is searchable from one
search box and it integrates third-party
services, including Google Docs,
Dropbox, Heroku, Crashlytics, GitHub,
and Zendesk.

1) Free: Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Wide integration and API
support
Ease of use
Simple pricing structure

2) Standard: $6.67/user/month
3) Plus: $12.50/user/month

+
+

Low quality mobile app
Lack of encryption

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Takt
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.takt.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@useTakt
Takt distills complex customer data into
uniquely tailored experiences; we
orchestrate physical and digital exchanges
into one seamless journey.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Feedback is captured and adapted by
platform for Takt to respond to
people’s needs, making each
experience better than the last.

Contact Takt for pricing information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Takt pays special attention to
detail of consumers (very
nuanced)
To create individual
relationships with customers at
an enterprise scale

+

If your team is not very
tech-savvy

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Vidyard
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.vidyard.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, CA
101-250 Employees
@vidyard
Vidyard is a powerful video analytics and
hosting platform designed for content
marketers. Get the most out of their video
assets with in-depth data on viewer
behaviour that can be automatically pushed
into their marketing automation system
and/or CRM.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

The Vidyard video engagement
platform helps marketing and
sales teams get the most out of
video content with the tools and
data needed to create, distribute
and measure the true impact of
video.

Contact VidYard for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Actionable analytics
Reliable customer support

+
+

You are highly budget
constrained
Not intuitive

Post-Sales / Lead Engagement

Zoomforth
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.zoomforth.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@zoomforth
Zoomforth helps companies easily gather
rich media content (like videos, PDFs,
articles) and organize it into beautiful,
trackable, online presentations and pages
for sales, recruiting and learning and
development purposes.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Zoomforth makes it quick and easy to
gather all of your content –from videos
to PowerPoints to pricing sheets – into
relevant and influential stories for your
buyers. Create stand-out content
experiences from scratch – no design
skills required – and enable your team
to customize any part.

Contact Zoomforth for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Easy customization
Analytics dashboard provides
real-time insights on marketing
spend ROI

+

Analytics aspect of product
lacking

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Marketing Alignment
These solutions aim to improve
top-of-funnel activities and better align
your sales team with existing marketing
efforts.

Captora
Dynamic Signal
Engagio
FullCircle
Influitive
Persado
Sendbloom
SheerID
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177
178
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Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

Captora
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.captora.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, California
51-100 Employees
@captora
Captora helps you target, launch and
optimize high-performing campaign
portfolios at scale across search, advertising
and social channels.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Captora helps your marketing team
know with confidence which
opportunities, content and channels
will drive the best conversions, launch
and optimize one-to-one campaigns at
scale, delivering optimal content to
each target and demonstrate success
by driving high-quality, cross-channel
leads through the funnel.

Contact Captora for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Great tool for maximizing SEO
Effect keyword optimization
feature
Fantastic customer support

+
+

Difficult to scale
UI has room to grow

Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

Dynamic Signal
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.dynamicsignal.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Bruno, California
101-250 Employees
@Dynamic_Signal
Dynamic Signal is the leading employee
communications platform that provides a
better and faster way for employees.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Allow employees to follow a brand
across a variety of channels and stay
up to speed on relevant industry news.
Keeps all employees in the field
engaged and informed. Ensure FTC
compliance with automated
disclosures and create ‘blacklists’ of
words to block from employee shares.

Contact Dynamic Signal for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+
+

Incredibly user-friendly
Enables scalable social media
campaigns
Easy integration with existing
social media accounts
Highly customizable

+

Poor gamification system

Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

Engagio
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.engagio.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, CA
11-50 Employees
@engagio
Engagio helps large enterprises and fast-growing
small companies with complex sales to drive
account engagement and conversion, expand
customer relationships, and deepen
sales-and-marketing alignment. The product
works with existing CRM & marketing automation
platforms to surface account-centric analytics
and orchestrate team-based outbound
interactions across departments and channels.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Engagio’s account-based platform
enables organizations to orchestrate
outbound interactions across
departments and channels with a rich
set of account-centric analytics.

Contact Engagio for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Brings together multiple data
sources for tackling ABM
Integration with Marketo &
Salesforce

+

Limit on roles and permissions
on user accounts

Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

FullCircle
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.fullcircleinsights.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, California
11-50 Employees
@fc_insights
FullCircle products give marketers full
response lifecycle management solutions,
ensure every deal is attributed to the right
campaign so you can get accurate ROI, and
answers all your marketing questions in one
place.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

See full marketing and sales funnel
metrics all in one place. Manage,
measure and report on every response
you generate. Control how campaigns
are attributed to deals and get
accurate campaign ROI every time.

1) Easy Campaign: $54/month
2) Opportunity Gatekeeper:
$100/month
3)Campaign Influence: $333/month
4)Response Management:
$1000/month

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Comprehensive pipeline source
and attribution reporting
Great Customer Support
Full and easy integration with
Salesforce

Reasons To Pass
+

Difficult initial implementation

Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

Influitive
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.influitive.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Toronto, Ontario
101-250 Employees
@influitive
Influitive helps companies mobilize their
customer advocates to provide more referral
leads, reference calls and social media
advocacy, for maximum buying cycle
efficiency.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Influitive’s AdvocateHub helps B2B
marketers capture customer
enthusiasm and use it to turbocharge
marketing and sales efforts. With
AdvocateHub, B2B marketers build an
advocate community and invite
customers into it to complete
“challenges” like referrals, reference
calls or product reviews.

Contact Influitive for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

User-friendly platform that is
fun to use
Marketo and Salesforce
integration

+

Limited social share challenges

Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

Persado
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.persado.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, New York
101-250 Employees
@Persado
Persado arms organizations and individuals
with “smart content” that maximizes the
efficacy of communication with any
audience at scale, while delivering unique
insight into the specific triggers that drive
action.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Persado software generates the most
persuasive language for
communications designed to drive
action, eliminating the guesswork of
copywriting.

Contact Persado for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Fully customizable content
boasts an average conversion
lift of 49.5%
Ease of use

+

Higher price point may be out
of reach for smaller businesses

Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

Sendbloom
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.sendbloom.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@sendbloom
Sendbloom is a sales automation platform
that helps inside sales representatives and
SDRs prospect, segment, and nurture target
accounts.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Personalize your outbound emails.
Track key campaign and segment-level
metrics. Crawlers and company data
library assemble a detailed profile of
each prospect.

Contact SendBloom for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Excellent UI
Personal Gmail and Salesforce
integration
Great team collaboration
feature

+

Less intelligent analytic reports
that could use more visuals

Pre-Sales / Marketing Alignment

SheerID
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.sheerid.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Eugene, Oregon
11-50 Employees
@SheerID
SheerID’s platform secures college student,
military, educator, corporate, and
membership exclusivity while measurably
improving funnel performance and customer
experience.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Customers are verified instantly. Reach
new customer segments with targeted
offers marketed widely. Reach your
target market with direct, relevant
message.

Contact SheerID for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Simple API
Diligent customization of
verification services
Great support staff

+

Product more applicable to
large-scale businesses

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Outreach Mgmt.
These tools help scale sales outreach
(mainly email) to generate more qualified
leads through higher TOFU conversion.

ChiliPiper
Close.io
Drip
MixMax
Outreach
Performyard
PersistIQ
Proleads
SideKick
SalesLoft Cadence
SalesWise
ToutApp
Yesware

181
182
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193

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

ChiliPiper
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.chilipiper.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Brooklyn, NY
1-10 Employees
@chilipiperteam
Solution for the problem of handoff between
Sales Development and Customer Success,
Meetings with prospects can be booked in
general calendar and then assigned to
resources on a round robin basis, taking into
account calendar availability.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Multiple routing algorithms can be
combined. All Salesforce fields and
objects are supported. Customizable
for each person and/ or meeting.

1) $25/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+
+
+

Ease of use
Excellent UI
Salesforce and Marketo
integration

+
+

Occasional glitches
Product is fairly new to market

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

Close.io
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.close.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, California
4 Employees
@Closeio
Close.io is a CRM and sales communication
platform with integrated VoIP phone and
email syncing.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

Make and receive calls with just
1-click. Auto-logging of calls, emails,
and activity.

1) Basic: $59/user/month
2) Professional: $99/user/month
3) Business: $149/user/month
4) Enterprise: Customized

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Reasons To Buy
+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Intuitive features (leads
organized by company rather
than person)
Easy to use

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Lackluster reporting features
Limited third-party integration

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

Drip
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.drip.co

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by LeadPages
Fresno, California
1-10 Employees
@getdrip
Drip is an email marketing tool that makes
marketing automation accessible to the
masses.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Drip allows user to craft every
interaction with leads, trial users and
customers like an artisan, send custom
emails based on user behavior and
automate marketing for a fraction of
the price of the major players.

1) Starter: $1/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

User-friendly interface
Excellent support team

2) Basic: $49/month
3) Pro: $99/month

+

Limited third party tools
integration

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

MixMax
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.mixmax.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
1-10 Employees
@MixmaxHQ
Mixmax is software that enables its users to
boost their productivity. It enables its users
to track emails accurately, set up meetings
in an instant, save time with email templates,
and schedule emails to be sent later.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Salesforce integrated in Inbox. Set up a
team and share any asset with your
team instantly. See how contacts
engage with your team’s emails in
real-time.

1) Starter: $9/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Great UI
Salesforce and Google
Calendar integration
Affordable price point

2) Professional: $24/month
3) Premium: $49/month

+

Occasional glitches

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

Outreach
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.outreach.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Seattle, WA
11-50 Employees
@outreach_io
Outreach is an enterprise communication
platform for sales. The company’s mission
is to empower sales organizations with
repeatable and scalable communication
processes – to help them close business
faster and more efficiently than ever before.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Unified platform with an intuitive
interface that helps sales
representatives communicate more
effectively through any channel, and
gives managers the tools to monitor
and improve their team’s performance.

Contact Outreach for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Makes cold-emailing easier
User friendly

+
+

Limited third-party integration
You are budget constrained

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

Performyard
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.performyard.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Arlington, VA
1-10 Employees
@Performyard
PerformYard transforms employee
engagement and corporate performance by
offering an intuitive and lightweight means
to enable performance visibility. We measure
success through social feedback, status
reporting, goal tracking and performance
review.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Performyard features 360 Degree
feedback, Cascading goals, Ad Hoc
Reviews, Self-Appraisals, Peer
Appraisals

1) Starter: $39/user/month
2) Professional: $79/user/month
3) Enterprise: $129/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Reasons To Buy
+

Ideal for SMBs that want to
streamline performance
management process

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Hard to create custom reports
Limits on some functions

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

PersistIQ
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.persistiq.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@PersistIQ

Product Features

Pricing Model
1) Outbound: $59/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

PersistIQ allows you to launch
personalized campaigns with multiple
touch points in minutes to get more
conversations started from your cold
leads. Eliminate common mistakes that
plague outbound sales; leads falling
through the cracks, misformatted emails,
crossed lines of communication,
forgetting to follow up.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

PersistIQ helps users launch personalized
campaigns with multiple touch points in just
minutes to get more conversations started
from their cold leads.

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Great option for small teams
with simple sales/marketing
initiatives

2) Pro Outbound: $89/user/month
3) Custom: $2499/user/month

+

Limited reporting and
layout/design features

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

Proleads
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.proleads.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
1-10 Employees
@ProLeadsio
ProLeads is a B2B sales automation
platform that automates the research and
qualification phase of prospecting.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Find the most qualified leads on
professional social networks and add
them to your ProLeads campaign with
one-click. Determine who on the team
should reach out to your leads by
analyzing your company’s social graph.

1) SMB: $299/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Achieve more Intelligent and
targeted lead sourcing
Excellent email personalization
engine

2) Pro: $599/month
3) Premium: $1199+/month

+

Higher price point may be
inaccessible for smaller
companies

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

SideKick
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.getsidekick.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Product of HubSpot (NYSE:HUBS)
Cambridge, Massachusetts
501-1k Employees
@sidekick
Sidekick offers users with email tools with
various facilities, including insights, email
tracking, and email scheduling.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

SideKick includes In-email profiles,
Email tracking, Email scheduling,
Open/ click tracking, Real-time
notifications

Contact Hubspot for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Seamless integration with
existing systems

+
+

High price point
Lacks contact grouping
functionality

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

SalesLoft Cadence
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.salesloft.com/products/prospector

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, GA
51-100 Employees
@salesloft
All in one sales development. Workflow for
sales emails, automated dialer, list
management, analytics, and accountability.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Automatically track and log sales
emails and dials into Salesforce,
saving time for Sales Development
Reps to have more conversations with
our integrated sales dialer.

Contact SalesLoft for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Excellent customer service

+

Limited visual indicators for
metric goals

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

SalesWise
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.saleswise.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, Georgia
1-10 Employees
@GetSaleswise
SalesWise is a relationship intelligence
platform that unifies information from all
silos, including calendar, email, documents,
contacts, CRM, tasks and notes.

Product Features

Pricing Model

SalesWise creates a Card for every
Salesforce record, automatically
linking the Card to the data on the
ground. The Card remains up-to-date
synchronizing seamlessly across
systems.

1) Essentials: $500/month
2) Professional: $1500/month
3) Corporate: $2500/month
4) Enterprise: Customized

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Aggregates team data and
activity instantaneously
Salesforce integration

Reasons To Pass
+
+

High price point
Product is relatively new to
market

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

ToutApp
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.toutapp.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@toutapp
ToutApp builds software to empower sales
teams so they can become revenue
generating machines.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

ToutApp’s email tracking, templates
and analytics help sales teams
increase overall engagement
throughout the sales process.

1) Individual: $49/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Salesloft and Gmail integration
Ease of use
Informative analytics

2) Enterprise: Customized

+
+

Does not integrate with Mac
features (MacMail)
Customer service

Sales / Outreach Mgmt.

Yesware
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.yesware.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Boston, MA
51-100 Employees
@yesware
Yesware’s Email Tracking notifies
salespeople when prospects open their
messages and click their links. Custom
Templates streamline responses to
prospects and customers.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features
Yesware is a complete sales solution
for Gmail and Outlook that helps over
800,000 salespeople track and analyze
their email, call and presentation
performance from their inbox. Yesware
automatically syncs all prospect
engagement to Salesforce eliminating
the need for manual data entry,
allowing users to spend more time
selling.

Reasons To Buy
+
+

Customer service
Highly customizable

Pricing Model
1) Pro: $12/user/month
2) Team: $25/user/month
3) Enterprise: $55/user/month

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Push notification
Limited template creation and
storage functionality

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Predictive Analytics
These solutions use data science (often
machine learning) to predict sales
outcomes and suggest best actions.

Aviso
C9 Inc.
ChannelEyes
Clari
DataHug
Fliptop
Glimmer
Infer
Mintigo
People.ai
SalesFusion
TopOpps

195
196
197
198
199
200
201
202
203
204
205
206

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

Aviso
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.aviso.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Menlo Park, California
11-50 Employees
@AvisoInc
Aviso is transforming the way that
executives make decisions to manage
revenue assets, mitigate risk, and refine
forecasts.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Aviso features Budgeting &
Forecasting, Consolidation, Dashboard,
KPI, Qualitative/Quantitative Analysis

Contact Aviso for pricing information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+
+
+

Ease of use
Simple UI and UX
Flexibility
Great for forecasting

+
+
+
+

Small company
Limited self service capabilities
Not great for reporting
Limited customization

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

C9 Inc.
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.c9inc.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by InsideSales.com
San Mateo, CA
51-100 Employees
@C9Inc
C9 delivers predictive sales and marketing
applications that increase revenue, generate
more precise forecasts and mitigate pipeline
risk. By combining data science with
products that improve sales and marketing
execution, C9 enables leading companies
like Yahoo!, Pitney Bowes and Google to
drive predictable growth. C9 was acquired by
InsideSales.com in 2015.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Double forecast accuracy by using
predictive sales applications to call
your number. Determine the deals that
will close and those that won’t.
Determine which reps will make quota
and get rep-specific recommendations
that will improve the performance of
those that are falling short.

Contact C9 for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Informs sales teams on which
deals to pursue, execute on,
and expect to close
Great UI

+

Product seems geared towards
larger companies

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

ChannelEyes
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.channeleyes.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Troy, NY
11-50 Employees
@ChannelEyes
ChannelEyes is a global software company
that is reinventing how vendors drive channel
partner sales and loyalty. The SaaS platform
includes ChannelCandy, the world’s largest
mobile-first product for partners, as well as
OPTYX, the first indirect sales workflow
product to help sellers with predictive
analytics and leverage big data science to
drive more sales.

Product Features

Pricing Model

ChannelEyes is an Enterprise Mobile
Platform connecting Vendors and their
Channel Partners. Our core product,
ChannelCandy, is a custom branded
mobile app designed for Vendor,
Distributor and Associations to deliver
Channel highlights, company news and
sales tools into the hands of partners.

Contact ChannelEyes for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+
+

Real-time predictive intel
Your Channel Account
Managers have no way to
accurately forecast or actively
grow indirect sales
Salesforce integration
Mobile-first platform

+

Not useful for companies that
do not have and are not
considering indirect sales (e.g.
channel programs or VAR
business)

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

Clari
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.clari.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Sunnyvale, CA
1-10 Employees
@clarihq
Clari helps sales executives know whether
they will hit their forecast and how to ensure
record quarters in the future. We help sales
managers coach their teams to become top
regions. We help sales reps crush their quota
by making them smarter about their
prospects, and less bogged down by admin,
like CRM updates.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Data science and machine learning
analyze deal activity, CRM updates,
and milestone progress to confirm
confidence and expose risk. With full
account history in a single view, skip
the play-by-play and focus how to get
the deal done.

Contact Clari for information on
pricing.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+
+

Intuitive UI
Easy to view and filter data in
multiple ways
Mobile application

+
+

Product focuses on enterprise
space
Company is still in its early
stages

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

DataHug
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.datahug.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@Datahug
Datahug provides next-generation sales
software that applies data science to a sales
team’s existing workflow to increase
efficiency, improve predictability and drive
revenue.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Datahug is a sales optimization
solution that enables sales teams to
increase sales velocity, reduce pipeline
risk and abolish forecast calls by
capturing and analyzing all of your
sales activity automatically from email,
calendar, and CRM.

Contact DataHug for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Automates lead routing and
data entry tasks
Salesforce integration
Deal scoring feature

+

Lacks expanded views of
pipeline (beyond fiscal quarter)

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

Fliptop
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.fliptop.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by LinkedIn
San Francisco, CA
11-50 Employees
@fliptop
Fliptop's applications use data science to
help companies close more sales. Their
software leverages public web and internal
application data in order to generate
meaningful sales lift. Their cloud
applications provide high return on
investment and can be deployed quickly.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Identify which are you hottest leads,
whether they should be routed directly
to sales or if they should enter a
nurturing campaign. FlipTop shows
you in real-time which campaigns and
sources are bringing in the highest
quality leads.

Contact FlipTop for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Valuable for pre-call research
and account planning

+

Product geared towards larger
companies

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

Glimmer
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.glimmer.us

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@glimmer_pgp
Glimmer is the perfect combination of
engagement engine, real-time buyer insights,
and human assistance

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Real-time notification of interactions of
visitors.Analytics to determine which
Spots are generating most activity, and
have converted the most leads.

Contact Glimmer for pricing
information

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Comprehensive pipeline
generation platform
Plan and execute multi-channel
digital campaigns
Includes content creation
service

+

Not responsive to feedback on
bugs and glitches

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

Infer
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.infer.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Mountain View, CA
51-100 Employees
@inferInc
Infer’s cloud-based application helps
companies win more customers. It uses
historical data from your CRM app, as well
as hundreds of external signals from the
web, to determine which leads are most
likely to convert. With Infer, you can focus
reps on the hottest leads, uncover hidden
opportunities, and extract high-potential
prospects from any list.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Infer’s fit and behavioral models
analyze buying signals and predict
which prospects will go on to become
great customers. Infer also offers a
Profile Management platform that uses
AI to identify high-value segments,
make recommendations, and automate
the next-best action.

Contact Infer for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Predictive platform identifies
the most promising leads,
saving sales team valuable
time
Great sales and support teams
Intuitive UI

+

Limited data for new verticals

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

Mintigo
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.mintigo.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, California
51-100 Employees
@mintigo
Mintigo enables insight-driven customer
engagement to win and retain customers.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Predictive Marketing Platform
evaluates every prospect as it enters
your marketing funnel and assigns a
predictive score according to your
CustomerDNA. Predictive Marketing
Platform makes it easy to create
micro-campaigns aimed at specific
personas.

Contact Mintigo for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Enables rapid modeling and
operationalization

+

Limited third party integration

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

People.ai
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.people.ai

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Palo Alto, CA
1-10 Employees
@ppl_ai
People.ai is a platform that uses machine
learning tech to give sales reps what it calls
a predictive playbook on how to close deals
based on past success. People.ai also
shows managers how well team members
are doing in relation to this standard. The
company is part of Y Combinator’s summer
batch.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Tracks how your sales team spends
their time. See the actual effort spent
on each opportunity. Data drive
one-on-ones with progress tracking.

Contact People.ai for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Comprehensive performance
analytics platform
Salesforce integration

+

If your company is more
interested in human assistance
rather than a.i

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

SalesFusion
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.salesfusion.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, Georgia
101-250 Employees
@Salesfusion

Product Features

Pricing Model
Customized pricing.

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Pull more visitors to your site and
follow the digital breadcrumbs to show
where and when they interact. Connect
with customers, build resources and
manage your reputation. Prospects are
identified and prioritize for sales.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Salesfusion helps marketers attract new
opportunities, convert them into customers
and nurture them into lifetime relationships.

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Outstanding customer service

+

Not very user friendly if not
experienced in HTML

Post-Sales / Predictive Analytics

TopOpps
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.topopps.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
St Louis, MO
11-50 Employees
@TopOPPSHQ
TopOPPS delivers clarity, efficiency and
predictability to the sales pipeline, sales forecast
and sales process, resulting in faster sales
cycles and more wins.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Sales executives are provided a
dynamic forecast showing which deals
are real and how to fill gaps to meet
the budgeted sales number. Sales
representatives are coached and
aligned on sales process. TopOPPS
predictive analytics transforms sales
pipeline confusion into Sales Pipeline
Reality.

Contact TopOpps for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

+

Ease of use
Shortens cycle times by
identifying the most promising
leads from historical data
Salesforce integration

+

If your company has accessible
sales reps with high
communication

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Sales Ops & BI
Software to help teams manage, analyze,
visualize & report on sales performance
data (e.g. customers, deals, financials).

CallidusCloud
Howdy
InsightSquared
Lattice Engines
Leapfin
NetSuite BI
OpsPanda
Revegy
SaaS Optics
Salesvue
StatsBot
Xactly

208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216
217
218
219

Post-Sales / Sales Ops & BI

CallidusCloud
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.calliduscloud.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Public Company (NASDAQ: CALD)
Pleasanton, CA
501-1K Employees
@CallidusCloud
Callidus Software Inc. (doing business as
CallidusCloud) provides sales effectiveness
software and services. Its sales
effectiveness systems enable companies to
monitor, analyze and enhance Hiring,
Marketing, Selling and Learning efforts.

Product Features

Pricing Model

The Hiring Cloud Accelerate the sales
selection and hiring process so you
can quickly interview more sales
candidates while reducing the risk of
costly hiring mistakes.

1) Marketing: $50/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

2) Sales Execution: $70/user/month
3) Sales Performance:$90/user/month
4) Lead To Money: $150/user/month

Reasons To Buy
+
+

Affordability
Salesforce integration

Reasons To Pass
+

Still building out certain
features and functionality

Post-Sales / Sales Ops & BI

Howdy
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.howdy.ai

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Austin, TX
1-10 Employees
@HowdyAI
Howdy is a friendly Slack bot that collects
answers on your behalf and delivers them in
a convenient report.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

You can use Howdy's scheduling
feature to collect information from
your team automatically.
Send Howdy to collect your team's
status updates. Howdy collects all
responses and delivers them in a
handy report to you. Perfect for team
standups, feedback collection, polling
and more.

Contact Howdy for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Slack integration

+

Slack-dependent product

Post-Sales / Sales Ops & BI

InsightSquared
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.insightsquared.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Cambridge, MA
101-250 Employees
@Insightsquared
InsightSquared is a sales performance
analytics solution that quickly delivers
pre-built reports on every major sales metric.
Unlike spreadsheets, InsightSquared's visual,
maintenance-free reports and dashboards
provide a custom lens into real-time sales
results.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

The product pulls in data from multiple
data sources to get a 360 degree view
of an organization’s business, and
every InsightSquared customer is
assigned a customer success team to
continually work with them at no extra
cost.

Contact InsightSquared for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+
+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Fill in the gaps in basic
Salesforce reporting
Breadth of available reports
Ease of use

+

Limited interface
customization

Post-Sales / Sales Ops & BI

Lattice Engines
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.lattice-engines.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Mateo, CA
101-250 Employees
@lattice_engines
Lattice’s complete set of marketing and
sales applications predicts who will buy,
what they are likely to buy and when. As the
market leader, Lattice’s proven applications
combine billions of buying signals and apply
advanced machine learning to help drive
predictable marketing and sales
performance.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Quickly identify your most lucrative
leads, accounts and customers.
Maintain and expand existing
customer relationships. Prioritize
revenue opportunities and know how to
engage.

Contact Lattice Engines for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Creates effective predictive
account scoring models
Scalability

+

Learning curve for insights
feature

Post-Sales / Sales Ops & BI

Leapfin
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.leapfin.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
1-10 Employees
@leapfin
Leapfin is a FinOps platform that
consolidates all of your fragmented financial
data into a digitized single source of truth.
Leapfin streamline financial processes like
revenue recognition, subscription
performance KPIs, and reporting. With the
continued embrace of subscription-based
business models, consolidating fragmented
financial data for accurate business insights
is more important than ever.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Leapfin streamlines financial
processes like revenue recognition,
subscription performance KPIs, and
reporting. Leapfin’s intelligent import
process unifies billing, invoice,
revenue, CRM and financial data from
multiple sources in real-time,
automating financial analysis and
management reporting.

Contact Leapfin for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+
+

Automates the most tedious
FinOps tasks like data
collection, revenue recognition
and unified reporting
Great onboarding and support
Very high ease of use

+

Not a platform for general BI;
look elsewhere for
non-finance-focused
visualization and reporting

+

Not focused on some of the
people-oriented metrics
associated with Sales Ops

Post-Sales / Sales Ops & BI

NetSuite BI
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.netsuite.com/portal/products/busines
s-intelligence.shtml
Owned by Oracle
San Mateo, CA
1K-5K Employees
@NetSuite

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Product Features

Pricing Model

NetSuite Business Intelligence provides the
power of built-in, real-time dashboards,
reporting and analysis across all the
integrated processes within the software
suite. Realizing true value-added insights,
business users gain real-time visibility to
identify issues, trends and opportunities and
instantly drill down to the underlying
transaction to take action.

Real-time transparency into company
performance across all business
functions — from summary level to
transaction level. Also includes,
on-the-go access via web browser and
mobile device

Contact NetSuite for pricing
information.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+
+
+

Ease of use
Easily customizable
Mobile integration

+

Higher price point perhaps
inaccessible to smaller
companies

Post-Sales / Sales Ops & BI

OpsPanda
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.opspanda.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Palo Alto, California
11-50 Employees
@OPSPANDAINC
OpsPanda helps companies identify gaps,
opportunities and risks of achieving sales
goals by modeling, planning, reporting and
analyzing their use of sales resource.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

OpsPanda offers the following
features: automation to increase
accuracy, robust analytics to draw out
insights, integration, tracking, and re
planning to stay on course, and
presentation-ready reports to build
alignment

Contact OpsPanda for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+
+

Diverse functionality including
scenario planning and quota
assignment
Analytics platform delivers
actionable insights
CRM integration

+

Not necessary for small scale
companies that have organized
data and goals

Post-sales / sales ops & BI

Revegy
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.revegy.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, Georgia
11-50 Employees
@Revegy
Revegy is a highly visual and configurable
sales enable software, that helps sales
teams sell more effectively.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Revegy’s software is configurable –
while core consistency is critical, one
size does not fit all. Intelligence toolsto help your teams know what steps
need to be taken next to move an
opportunity forward or expand
relationships.

Contact Revegy for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Easy integration

+

Potential to run slowly if it not
implemented with strong horse
power service levels

Post-sales / sales ops & BI

SaaS Optics
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.saasoptics.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, Georgia
11-50 Employees
@saasoptics
SaaS Optics delivers a subscription
management platform that provides
subscription billing, revenue recognition and
robust subscription analytics.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Provide accurate and real time insight
into your MRR, ARR, and general
business momentum. Dashboard of
customer lifetime value. Forecasting
tool to project revenue and billing
streams from existing contracts and
future renewals.

Customized

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Seamless data aggregation and
KPI reporting tool
Scalability

+

Products have steep learning
curve

Post-sales / sales ops & BI

Salesvue
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.salesvue.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Indianapolis, IN
11-50 Employees
@salesvue
Salesvue is a processed-based, sales
enablement tool for Salesforce.com users
which helps sales executives increase their
sales team productivity with easy to use
software that drives adoption of
best-practice prospecting methodologies
and sales cycle workflows.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Standardize and automate critical
business rules and related processes
to integrate and accelerate your
revenue cycle for more positive
outcomes. Real time insights about
your Math of Sales that reveals the
who, what, when, and how many of
your team’s activities are driving
revenues.

1) Team: $80/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Customizable data
segmentation and A/B testing

2) Enterprise: $120/user/month

+

Interface and ascetics not very
user friendly

Post-sales / sales ops & BI

StatsBot
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.statsbot.co

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
1-10 Employees
@statsbotco
StatsBot is an intelligent interface to your
business apps.Statsbot enables everyone
(c-level, marketers, product, dev...) to access
SaaS apps via Natural Language to run their
business. It’s a Slack bot to keep your team
informed about metrics from Google
Analytics, Mixpanel and New Relic.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Statbots offers the following: Smart
Alerts about spikes in your data,
schedule analytical reports to Slack,
ask analytical questions in Slack,
Mixpanel, Google Analytics and
Salesforce support.

1) Basic: $49/50 users/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Slack data analysis
functionality
Salesforce and Google
Analytics integration

2) Professional: $149/200
users/month
3) Ultimate: $499/month

+
+

Functionality limited to Slack
users
Product is relatively new to
market

Post-sales / sales ops & BI

Xactly
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.xactlycorp.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Public Company (NYSE: XTLY)
San Jose, CA
11-50 Employees
@xactly
With Xactly, companies unleash the
motivational power of their incentive
compensation. Our customers, count on us
to enable accurate, rapid, and impactful
compensation on the industry’s only secure,
completely cloud-delivered platform. By
streamlining and automating the way they
pay, they cut costs, save time, and eliminate
risk.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Xactly Incent, enables sales and
finance executives to design,
implement, manage, audit and
optimize sales compensation
management programs easily and
affordably.

Contact Xactly for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+
+

Wide range of functionality
Customizable interface,
reports, and plans
Ease of use

+
+

Poor customer service
Steep learning, especially for
more advanced analytics
functions

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Social Sales
These tools enable sales teams to
leverage social media to better generate,
nurture & close leads.

Buffer
Bottlenose
Colibri
FollowerWonk
Right90
Simply Measured
Socedo
SocialBakers
SocialRank
Spredfast

221
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

Sales / Social Sales

Buffer
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.buffer.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@buffer
Buffer helps users share social media
content by scheduling online posts
throughout the day.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

Buffer is building simplest, most
powerful tool for social media while
setting the bar with ultimate customer
support.

1) Individuals: free or $10/month
2) Teams:
-Small: $99.99/month
-Medium: $199/month
-Large: $399/month

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Reasons To Buy
+
+

Strong customer support
Continuous improvement of
products

Reasons To Pass
+

Free version does not include
Pinterest as a social media
account

Sales / Social Sales

Bottlenose
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.bottlenose.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Sherman Oaks, California
11-50 Employees
@bottlenoseinc
Bottlenose is a cognitive computing
company that makes data analysis easy. By
automating machine learning, data mining,
and predictive analytics.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Bottlenose’s platform initiates
discovery by bringing trends,
anomalies, and patterns to the surface.
The technology is used to identify
emerging opportunities and threats to
provide clarity in situations of
uncertainty.

Contact Bottlenose for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

+

Ease of use
Visualize insights on
interactive user-friendly
platform
Excellent customer service

+

High price point for smaller
organizations

Sales / Social Sales

Colibri
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.colibri.io

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
1-10 Employees
@ColibriTool
Colibri is a provider of software tools,
allowing its users to monitor and track their
brands online.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Colibri.io provide a set of growth
hacking tools & inbound marketing
tools to improve your visibility on
social media & your rankings in search
engines.

1) Premium: $45/3 users/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Aggregates and interprets data
drawn from social networks
Google Analytics integration

2) Standard: $95/5 users/month
3) Large: $295/5 users/month

+

Product is relatively new to
market

Sales / Social Sales

FollowerWonk
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.moz.com/followerwonk

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Acquired by Moz, Inc
Seattle, Washington
251-500 Employees
@SEOMoz
Followerwonk helps you explore and grow
your social growth. Followerwonk digs
deeper into Twitter analytics, find and
connect with new influencers in your niches,
and easily share your reports with the world.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

FollowerWonk allows for search
Twitter bios to connect with anyone,
Compare Twitter accounts to find
overlaps and target new influencers,
Breakout your followers by location,
bio, who they follow, and more,
Contrast your relationships with your
competitors.

1) Free

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Great for influencer
identification on Twitter and
content idea generation

2) Target: $29/month for 3 Profiles
3) Multitask: $79/month for 20 Profiles

+
+

Exporting data can sometimes
be unwieldy
Limited functionality regarding
related users

Sales / Social Sales

Right90
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.right90.com
Acquired by Versata Enterprises
(NASDAQ:VATA)
Foster City, California
11-50 Employees
@Right90

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Product Features

Pricing Model
Contact Right90 for pricing
information.

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Right90 Sales Forecast Capture
servers as the single place where the
entire sales team can collect, judge,
and analyze its forecast. It is designed
to reduce the amount of time sales
spends forecasting and increase sales
participation in the forecasting
process.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Right90 offers on-demand SaaS forecasting
and revenue performance management
solutions for enterprises.

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+

Efficient in providing
forecasting analytics

+

Limited scalability; usage
errors increase with larger
datasets

Sales / Social Sales

Simply Measured
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.simplymeasured.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Seattle, Washington
101-250
@simplymeasured
Simply Measured streamlines the process of
moving social media data into dashboards
and other deliverables.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Simply Measured's full suite of
analytics arms you with the ability to
measure results, prove value and
improve performance. Simply
Measured is the leading social
analytics solution used by brands
across the globe to quantify
performance, determine impact, and
derive strategic direction from social
media data.

1) Social: $500/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Easily visualize social media
ROI
Singular, easy-to-use reporting
dashboard

2) Advanced: $1000/month
3) Enterprise: $2000/month

+
+

Lengthy setup time
Higher price point less suitable
for smaller companies

Sales / Social Sales

Socedo
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.socedo.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Seattle, Washington
1-10 Employees
@SocedoApp
Socedo helps sales and marketing
professionals leverage social media to
discover and qualify leads through
automated engagement.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

The Socedo platform provides
automated social media lead
generation at scale. Sales and
marketing professionals use Socedo to
find leads based on a targeted social
buyer persona of keywords, hashtags,
location, and real-time behavior.

Contact Socedo for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+

Ease of use
A/B testing for direct
messages
Great customer service

+
+

Limited scalability
Difficult to personalize DMs for
multiple personas

Sales / Social Sales

SocialBakers
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.socialbakers.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Prague, Hlavni mesto Praha
251-500 Employees
@socialbakers
Socialbakers is one of the world’s largest
social marketing & analytics suites, that
provide user-friendly social media solutions
that allow brands to measure, compare, and
optimize their social campaigns with
competitive intelligence that is second to
none.

Product Features

Pricing Model

SocialBakers measures your
performance, run effective community
management operation, and improve
social media monetization.

1) Basic: $120/5 user/month

3) Premium: $480/5 user/month
4)Enterprise: Customized

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

2) Advanced: $240/5 user/month

Reasons To Buy
+
+

Excellent UI
Great depth and breadth of
social analysis

Reasons To Pass
+

Higher price point and product
suite better suited for larger
companies

Sales / Social Sales

SocialRank
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.socialrank.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, New York,
1-10 Employees
@socialrank
SocialRank empowers users to segment and
filter their followers based on location,
interests, bio, keywords, hashtags, influence,
and engagements.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Product Features

Pricing Model

Sort your followers by Most Valuable,
Most Engaged, Best Followers, Most
Followed Follower, and Alphabetized.
Filter and pinpoint your followers by
keyword, geographic location,
interests, activity, and verification.

1) Silver: $49/month
2) Gold: $199/month
3) Platinum: $499/month
4)Enterprise: Customized

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Reasons To Buy
+

Ease of use

Reasons To Pass
+
+

Limited Interface functionality
Product is relatively new to
market

Sales / Social Sales

Spredfast
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.spredfast.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Austin, Texas
14 Employees
@Spredfast
Spredfast gives marketers the solutions
needed to manage their brand and connect
with consumers in an increasingly social
world.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Publishing, interaction and activation
on all channels from a single, central
location. Organizing and managing
people, process and activity across
brands, campaigns, accounts and
teams.

Contact Spredfast for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Organize all of your social
media channels in one place
Fantastic analytics capabilities

+

Interface can be clunky at
times

Startup Sales
Stack Report 2017

Pre-Sales

Development
Software, communities, services, and
content resources to help salespeople
learn, train, mentor, network & improve.

Ambition
ClosingCall
CloserIQ
CommercialTribe
Hoopla
LevelEleven
RevBoss
SalesHacker
SalesHood
Skaled
WideAngle

232
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242

Pre-Sales / Development

Ambition
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.ambition.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Chattanooga, Tennessee
11-50 Employees
@AmbitionSales
Ambition is a transformative sales
performance platform that deliver real-time
employee scorecards, goals, gamification
and analytics to team members across
sales, marketing, account management and
customer service.

Product Features

Pricing Model

The Ambition platform syncs with data
sources like Salesforce.com, Cisco,
and PeopleSoft, and enables managers
to track, broadcast and gain insight on
employee performance in real-time.

1) Ambition Cloud: $60/user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

2) Plus: $90/user/month

See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating

Great UI and gamification
management platform
Comprehensive real-time
metrics

+

Limited integration with certain
third party applications such as
Outreach

Pre-Sales / Development

ClosingCall
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.closingcall.co

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
UK
@ClosingCallCo
The Conservative Technology Forum
consults industry, academia, and other key
figures on important technological and
societal issues.

Product Features

Pricing Model

Forum for: Sales Managers who want
to improve the performance of their
team ,and Startup entrepreneurs who
want to learn how to sell their product

Contact ClosingCall for pricing
information.

Sales Stack Scores

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Valuable online resource for
anyone with an interest in sales

+

Reliance on public
contributions to a site with
limited traction

Pre-Sales / Development

CloserIQ
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.closeriq.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
1-10 Employees
@CloserIQ
CloserIQ is the network connecting top sales
talent to venture backed tech startups. They
are a self-funded and highly profitable
recruiting tech startup combining powerful
software with world class service.

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Candidates are ready to interview and
there are no bidding wars. Contingency
basis with no long term commitments.

Fee per hire model. Contact CloserIQ
for specific pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Customizable candidate search
Affordable fee structure

+

Product geared towards
startups rather than enterprise
tech companies

Pre-Sales / Development

CommercialTribe
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.commercialtribe.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Denver, Colorado
51-100 Employees
@CommercialTribe
CommercialTribe is a video practice and
coaching platform for onboarding and
developing sales reps and managers.
Add Your G2 Crowd Review

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Product Features

Pricing Model

Using video and associated content,
reps can view and share peer best
practices, practice by recording
themselves, submit their scenario for
manager and peer feedback, and refine
until they have it right. Reps actually
teach and learn from one another.

Contact CommercialTribe for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Record, share, and practice
best product walkthroughs

+

Product designed for enterprise
organizations rather than SMBs

Pre-Sales / Development

Hoopla
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.hoopla.net

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Jose, CA
1-10 Employees
@hooplasoftware
Hoopla is the new way to win for sales,
marketing and customer service teams.
Using Hoopla, managers can quickly create
contests, competitions and leaderboards
around any CRM metric, and broadcast live
performance updates to TV, web and mobile
screens throughout the company.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Hoopla’s team performance software
combines modern game mechanics,
data analytics and broadcast-quality
video in a powerfully simple
application that makes it easy for
front-line managers to motivate team
performance and score more wins.

1) Business: $120/10 users/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+
+
+

Great UI
Helpful customer support
Easy dashboard customization
Affordable price point

2) Corporate: $360/20 users/month

+

Lacks more advanced reporting
functionality such as the ability
to pull joint or matrix reports

Pre-Sales / Development

LevelEleven
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.leveleleven.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Detroit, Michigan
11-50 Employees
@leveleleven
LevelEleven helps companies increase the
capacity of their sales teams by creating
real-time visibility into day-to-day
performance, predicting when performance
is out of line and telling salespeople and
sales leaders what to do about it.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Personalized scorecards allow VP’s of
Sales to engage salespeople in the
behaviors that matter and build a
culture of performance. Through a
metrics-driven approach, modern sales
leaders unlock maximum revenue
potential for immediate ROI.

1) Mini: $600/10 user/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Great customer support

2) Standard: $1500/25 user/month
3) Power: $5400/100 user/month
4) Enterprise: Customized

+

Doesn’t support service goals
well (minimizing escalated
cases, time to close a case,
etc.)

Pre-Sales / Development

RevBoss
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.revboss.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Durham, North Carolina
11-50 Employees
@therevboss
RevBoss enables SaaS / B2B companies to
“push a button, get a sales pipeline”.

Product Features

Pricing Model

RevBoss’ software helps their
customers drive revenue by
accelerating top-of-the-funnel activity
through outbound sales development.

1) SaaS: $250/month
2) SaaS + SDR: $750/month
3) Full Service: $1800/month

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Reasons To Buy
+
+
+

CRM and Gmail integration
Analytics dashboard with KPIs
Automatically stops flow for
non-responsive leads

Reasons To Pass
+

Higher price point may be out
of reach for SMBs

Pre-Sales / Development

SalesHacker
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.saleshacker.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, CA
1-10 Employees
@SalesHackerConf
Sales Hacker provides global conference and
event services. The Only Place For The Most
Innovative And Up To Date Sales Tactics,
Strategies, & Hacks.

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

SalesHacker offers Sales Development
Training Courses, Account Executive
Training Courses, Live event
recordings and webinar sessions, and
Progress tracking.

Basic content community is free.
Contact SalesHacker for pricing
information on training / education,
events and other premium offerings.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Access events to meet sales
professionals hear from
thought leaders in the space

+

+

Great traction and interaction
amongst top salespeople
through the SaaS ecosystem

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

Events have more breadth than
detail and don’t necessarily
target specific areas of interest
You don’t have a need for
targeted sales training

Pre-Sales / Development

SalesHood
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.saleshood.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
San Francisco, California
11-50 Employees
@SalesHood
SalesHood modernizes onboarding,
coaching and storytelling to grow revenue
faster by automating how teams share
knowledge.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product
Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

Product Features

Pricing Model

Sales hood offers sales training and
onboarding.Enables you to publish
sales content to reps, run weekly sales
meetings ,and facilitate peer-to-peer
coaching.

Contact SalesHood for pricing
information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+
+

Ease of use
Video sharing feature allows
for intra-team knowledge
transfers

+

Early adoption may be difficult
depending on team
participation

Pre-Sales / Development

Skaled
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.skaled.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
New York, NY
1-10 Employees
@skaledcom
Skaled is a modern sales-consulting firm
that helps startup and established
companies scale more efficiently.

Sales Stack Scores

Product Features

Pricing Model

Helping clients optimize their sales
process, people, and technology to
accelerate business growth, Skaled’s
sales experts serve as a team
extension to tackle and solve scaling
challenges. Technology-enabled and
practitioner-driven, they customize and
deliver successful consulting
engagements and trainings that work.

Contact Skaled for pricing information.

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

Product

+

Price

+

Prevalence
G2 Rating NA or NM (add review here)

+

Advisor network comprised of
industry veterans
Delivers actionable, data-driven
solutions for your sales needs
Experienced sales training &
optimization experts that can
work onsite with your team

+

High price point for very small
organizations

+

You are either extremely early
without budget for sales
optimization, or very mature
with significant existing
infrastructure

Pre-Sales / Development

WideAngle
[Paste screenshot
#1 here]

www.wideangle.com

[Paste screenshot
#2 here]

Privately Held Company
Atlanta, Georgia
1-10 Employees
@WideAngleHQ
WideAngle is a software for your One on
Ones. Making sure meetings are productive,
and documented.
See G2 Crowd Reviews

Sales Stack Scores
Product

Product Features

Pricing Model

Based on questions a manager selects
to use in briefs, a direct report is able
to answer and share information a
manager might otherwise miss.
Provides managers with a quick check
on what’s due, what’s completed, and
an overall sense of how things are
going for every member of the team.

1) Pre-season: $150/3 users/month

Reasons To Buy

Reasons To Pass

+

Price
Prevalence
G2 Rating

+
+

Great product for holding
managers and employees
accountable
Excellent customer support
Ease of use

2) Regular Season: $400/9
users/month
3) Prime Time: $900/25 users/month
4) Championship: Customized

+

Lacks feature to send briefings
to individual reps
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Please submit any suggestions via this TypeForm (link
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improve this report. As our resources are limited, please
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all suggestions. Your thoughts are greatly appreciated!
Link to Submit Feedback
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